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Introduction

Through its Legal Unit, the Hebron Rehabilitation Committee has 
repeatedly issued an annual statistical report on the overall Israeli 
violations and abuses practiced by the Israeli occupation soldiers and 
settlers against the Palestinian citizens and their private and public 
property in Hebron.
Such lately intensified violations and infringements against the Old 
City and its population unequivocally affirm that there is a Zionist 
blueprint prepared in advance to expel the Palestinian population from 
the Old city. The features of this blueprint became clearer, especially 
after closing all the roads and entrances leading to the Old City by the 
Israeli occupation army. Likewise, all types of injustice and oppression 
were practiced against its population, citizens, visitors and shoppers, 
including the deliberate executions of children, women and the young.
In addition, homes of Palestinian civilians were attacked by the Israeli 
occupation forces and settlers in order to terrorize the residents. 
Similarly, Palestinian houses, schools and religious places, including 
Al-Haram Al-Ibrahimi (the Sanctuary of Abraham) were raided by the 
occupation army.
On an unethical phenomenon which contradicts with the humanitarian 
laws and international norms, the Israeli soldiers declined to provide 
emergency medical services for the Palestinians whom they shot in the 
Old City, leaving them to bleed to death.
In general, the acts and attacks carried out by the Israeli occupation 
forces are considered as a war crime. As an occupying power, the State of 
Israel must be pursued forits violations of the international humanitarian 
law, human rights conventions and treaties on the protection of civilians 
under occupation.

About the Legal Unit
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1. Removal of a military camp established by the Israeli occupa-
tion army at Tel-Rumeida Cemetery in the Old City of Hebron.
After Israeli occupation army established a military camp on the land 

of Tel Rumeida cemetery in the Old City of Hebron on 31 October 2015, 
the Legal Unit of HRC took primary legal measures and submitted peti-
tions to the Israeli Legal Advisor. The military camp was removed by the 
end of the year, as a result.

2. Refuting Israeli settlers’ allegations regarding Abu Rajab 
Building (first stage). 
Based on legal actions taken by the Legal Unit of HRC, the Initial Reg-

istration Committee issued a decision on 29 December 2015 nullifying 
the legal documents submitted by Israeli settlers to prove their posses-
sion of the said building in Al Sahlah area in the Old City of Hebron. This 
decision forestalled the Israeli settlement plan aimed at acquiring and 
controlling the building and Judaizing the whole area.

Legal Unit Achievements 

Before and After the removal of the military camp 

 Abu Rajab Building
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3. Thwarting a decision to build a colonial Israeli settlement road 
and a plan to build a settlement on the lands of the Palestinian 
citizens in Khalet AL-Dabi’
After Israeli settlers startedto build the settlement outpost of Ramat 

Mimra by constructing a settlement road on the lands of Jabir Family 
in Khalet Al-Dabi’, the Legal Unit of ICHR filed a complaint and started 
necessary legal actions. It was able to obtain a decision from the High 
Court of Israel removing the said settlement road. That colonial plan 
was aimed at linking the settlement outpost of Ramat Mimra with citi-
zens’ lands in preparation for Judaizing them and building settlement 
housing units. It also ordered and bound the  Public Prosecution to  re-
move the dirty mounds heaped by Israeli settlers in a maximum period 
of 45 days.

4. Submission of Complaints to Special Rapporteurs of the 
United Nations. 
The Legal Unit of HRC submitted the following three complaints to 

Special Rapporteurs of the United Nationson 4\12\2015: 

• A complaint of the summary executions carried out by Israeli occupa-
tion army against the Palestinians of the Old City in Hebron was sub-
mitted to theSpecial Rapporteur on extrajudicial, summary or arbitrary 
executions. 
• A complaint of Israeli occupation army treatment of the Palestinian 

victims was submitted to the United Nations Special Rapporteur on 
Torture. It explained how Israeli occupation soldiers used to shoot the 
Palestinian and leave him \ her lying down on the ground bleeding to 
death. 

settlement road that was eliminated in the area of Khalet Al Dabi’ Eastern Hebron
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• A complaint of the continuing Israeli occupation army and settlers 
harassment of schools students and shooting at them while going to 
schools, was submitted  to the Special Rapporteur on the Right to Edu-
cation. 

5. Revealing Assaults on Closed Gold Market (Souq al-Zahab)
During its initial follow up with Israeli judicial authorities, the Legal Unit 

of HRC succeeded in getting a permit from the Israeli side screen the 
site of Souq al-Zahab which has been closed by Israeli military decision 
since 15 years.  
It made a tour to the site on June 10, 2015 and exposed the most 

serious colonial process orchestrated by Israeli settlers, targeting the 
closed Palestinian commercial stores. In response to that, senior Israeli 
authorities opened investigation thereto. HRC is still following up these 
actions diligently to put an end to those assaults. 
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6. Revealing serious assaults against the Ibrahimi Mosque and 
its facilities: 
HRC extensive efforts was able to reveal a number of assaults by 

Israeli settlers against the Ibrahimi Mosque and its facilities. The Legal 
Advisor bound the Israeli side to permit the staff of the Legal Unit and 
Islamic Waqf Directorate to visit the area. During that visit which was 
made on 5 May 2015, they found that the features of the place –Seven 
Steps Area and Ablution Space- were changed.  

7. Removing the nucleus of a settlement outpost put up near the 
Ibrahimi Mosque.
The so-called Jewish Quarter Renewal Association in Hebron set 

up the Tourism Information Center, which constituted the nucleus of 
a settlement outpost in the Ibrahimi Mosque yard. It put up caravans 
in the site in preparation for taking over the whole area of the Ibrahimi 
Mosque and Old City. 
After HRC filed a petition with the Israeli Legal Advisor, it was removed 

from the area. 
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8. Israeli Occupation Authorities Hand over Salah Abu Rajab 
Stores
On 1 April 2015, Israeli military chief ordered appropriation of Salah 

Abu Rajab stores and turned them into temporary military post. The 
Legal Unit of HRC filed a petition with Israeli Legal Advisor and Israeli 
occupation army evacuated the stores. 

9. Evacuating Israeli army from two apartments:
After a month of Israeli occupation army acquisition of two apartments 

belonging to citizen Abed al-Shakur al-Atrash. The Legal Unit of HRC 
succeeded through legal actions to force the Israeli army to evacuate 
the apartments on 24 December 2015. They caused tremendous dam-
age to the apartments before evacuating them. 

10. AL-Sahla Street’s Stores
HRC submitted several petitions against the closure of the stores situ-

ated in the Old City of Hebron, building up legal pressure on Israeli 
military chief to open the stores. Some of those stores were finally re-
opened.
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11. Removal of settlers’ assaults on the stores of Asa’d Abu 
Munshar
After frequent Israeli occupation forces raids on the stores of Asa’d 

Abu Munshar in a Shalalah Street adjoining the settlement outpost of 
Dabboya, the Legal Unit of HRC took several legal procedures, includ-
ing submission of complaints to the Israeli Legal Advisor and the Israeli 
High Court which issued a decision to end all assaults on the said stores 
and bound the Israeli side to allow the owner of the stores to renovate 
them. The court’s decision was implemented in April 2015. 

12. Providing legal aid to detainees: 

The Legal Unit of HRC helped 25 citizens from Israeli occupation de-
tention centers by providing them with 
necessary legal aid. It also referred 
cases of detainees from the Old City 
to the competent formal and informal 
Palestinian authorities to help release 
them from Israeli prisons.
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• The great number of Israeli violations and infringements against the 
Palestinian citizens and their property was the biggest challenge facing 
the work of the Legal Unit. The most serious violations were the Israeli 
occupation crimes marked by the deliberate killings, in addition to the 
firing of live bullets, tear gas and rubber-coated bullets towards the Pal-
estinian citizens. This situation led to a lack of safety and security in 
the region, endangering the lives of the local citizens and attempting to 
push them out of the region.

• The last incidents of 2015 formed a challenge for the field work of the 
Legal Unit because of the staff’s likelihood of exposure to risks while 
doing their field work. The cameras that are considered as one of the 
documentation sources were confiscated by theoccupation army to 
prevent documenting the Israeli violations.  Added to this is the psycho-
logical and moral suffering of the Legal Unit’s staff. Such suffering is 
due to their closeness to the sites of confrontations, thesound of gunfire 
and the inhalation of tear gas.
• In the last few months of this year, there has been a frequent in-

crease in the quantity and severity of Israeli violations, be they by set-
tlers or the occupation army against the residents of the Old City and 
their property.
A simple comparison between the amount of incidents and violations 

during 2015 shows that the number of violations from the beginning 
of 2015 until the end of September were (204), whereas the last three 
months only witnessed (336) violations. This demonstrates an increase

Challenges
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in the work load of the Legal Unit, in general, and the process of field 
follow-up and documentation of events, in particular.
Despite that, the staff of the Legal Unit developed a monthly report 

of violations that is issued by the legal office with statistical analysis of 
such violations. This report is meant to be published locally and inter-
nationally.
• The lack of commitment from the Israeli side under the pretext of the 

current security situation negatively affects the functioning of the issues 
as required.
• The difficulty of making visits inside the closed areas to document 

the attacks as most of them occur in those areas. The Israeli law stipu-
lates to file a complaint against any attack carried out by the settlers 
immediately after the aggression. However, being unable to go into the 
site prevents us from knowing the date of the attack which causes legal 
problems and leads to prolonging the litigation procedures.
• The difficulty of making a complaint to the Israeli police which is due 

to the ongoing procrastination and long wait in front of the police sta-
tion, forcing the lawyer to go by himself to the Israeli police.

• The continued closure of the Old 
City and its significant increase in 
the last period of this year which 
witnessed a complete or partial 
closure of many streets and areas, 
led to restrictions on the movement 
of people and access to basic ne-
cessities of life.
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• Continuation of extending the 
Israeli military orders that re-
strict the movement of citizens, 
more than 38 military orders 
were extended. In this regard, 
the occupation authorities have 
extended 38 previous military 
orders to almost three years 
up to 31.12.2017. In the same 

respect, new military orders to evacuate some shops and houses of 
citizens and to close residential areas and streets were issued. In terms 
of these military orders, al-Shuhada’ Street andTel Rumeidah were de-
clared as closed military zones preventing entry for non-residents in the 
area.
• Procrastination of the Israeli judicial authorities in addressing many 

attacks. In this regard, the Office of the Legal Adviser procrastinates in 
dealing with many objections against him raised by the Commission’s 
lawyer.
• Procrastination in implementing decisions, especially the recent ones 

to open shops in al-Sahla area where the Israeli side forbade opening 
the shops under the pretexts of increasing tension with the settlers.
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• Obstructing the projects of 
Hebron Rehabilitation Committee 
through arresting the Commit-
tee’s workers, assaulting them 
and preventing them from reach-
ing their workplaces, in addi-
tion to halting the work on some 
projects.

Violations Report 
2015 
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Human Rights Violations - 2015
In 2015, there were (540) violation incidents committed by the Israeli 

occupation army and the settlers against the Palestinian civilians and 
their property in the Old City. In most cases, a specific violation leads 
to other various ones, resulting in seven hundred and Eighty-four (784) 
* incidents of human rights violations, especially in areas located near 
the settlement outposts. The graphs below show the statistical number 
of violations documented by the Legal Unit.
According to reports of the Legal Unit, the majority of human rights 

violations in 2015 were committed by Israeli occupation soldiers, not by 
Jewish settlers (See Table ‘1’). Still, there are some violations commit-
ted in collaboration between the occupation soldiers and the settlers.
  The total number of attacks committed by the Israeli occupation army 

has reached (372) violations during 2015, which accounted for 69% of 
the total number of violations.
The total number of violations committed by settlers against Palestin-

ian civilians and propertyin the same period amounted to (108), rep-
resenting 20%.  However, the total number of violations committed by 
both the occupation army and the settlers reached (60), representing 
11% of the total violations.
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Table (1): a graph showing the violations of the occupation army and settlers during 2015.
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Categorization of Violations in terms of the target groups:
• Violations against the population (men, women, children) individually 

or in groups; with a total number of 431 violations.
• Violations against private property, such as shops, stores, houses 

and lands; with a total number of 183 violations.
Violations against public property like streets, malls, roads and public 

squares, schools and religious places; with a total number of 170 viola-
tions.
The table below shows that the attacks on the population (individuals 

or groups) are greater than the attacks on the public and private prop-
erty.
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Table (2 A): a graph showing attacks committed by the occupation army and settlers against 

citizens and property during 2015.

The following graph (2 B) shows the percentage of the type of viola-
tions in terms of the target group:
• Violations committed against the population accounted for 55%.
• Violations against property accounted for 23%.
• Violations against public property 22%.
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Graph (2B): The percentage of attacks on the population and public and private property by 

the occupation army and settlers during 2015

1. Attacks against citizens:
Attacks committed against the citizens of the Old City / Hebron are 

classified into two types of violations:
- Mass violations: refer to the violations committed by the Israeli army 

or settlers against a group of citizens. These violations include attacks 
against the participants in peaceful marches or the prevention of wor-
shippers from going to al-Haram al-Ibrahimi to practice the religious 
rites, in addition to firing bullets and tear gas toward the citizens...
As a matter of fact, these violations targeted school children, men and 

women. Due to the difficult documentation circumstances, the number 
of people affected by each category is not precisely recognized.
- Individual violations: refer to the violations committed by the Israeli 

army or settlers against certain individuals, be they men, women and 
children. The staff of the Legal Unit in Hebron Rehabilitation Committee 
was able to document them.
The attacks committed by the occupation army and settlers against 

the population (children, women, men) during 2015 can be illustrated 
as follows:
• Attacks on children: 92 children were affected by such attacks, repre-

senting 36% of all individuals who have been subjected to the attacks.
• Attacks on women: 40 women and girls were affected by such attacks
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representing 15% of all individuals who have been subjected to the 
attacks.
• Attacks on men: 128 men were affected by such attacks, represent-

ing 49% of all individuals who have been subjected to the attacks.
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Graph (3A): shows the percentage of attacks against citizens in terms of the target group   

during 2015.

Cases of physical liquidation and extrajudicial executions:
The series of successive killings in the Old City by the occupation 

army and settlers demonstrate that there is a blueprint prepared in ad-
vance which aims at displacing the residents from the Old City and 
from al-Haram al-Ibrahimi. This blueprint also intends to consolidate 
the settlements in the region and ensure their expansion and extension. 
Moreover, it intends to create regional and demographic linkage along 
the area extending between the settlement of Kiryat Arba’ in the north-
east and Tel Rumeidah area in the west.
During 2015, nineteen Palestinians have been killed - in cold blood - in 

the Old City by the occupation soldiers and settlers. Since the beginning 
of the Israeli occupation, this has been considered the largest wave of 
killings in the Old City - after the massacre in al-Haram al-Ibrahimi – 
which took place in the Old City, as well.
It is noted that the occupation soldiers’ unified claim to justify the        

killings refers to a stabbing attempt by the victim.

No Name Assailant Age
Martyrdom 

Date
Martyrdom 

Place
Gender Category

1
Mahmoud Yahya 

Abu Jheisheh
Occupation 

Army
20 26/4/2015

In front of al-
Haram al-
Ibrahimi

Male Men

2
Hadeel Salah 
Hashlamon

Occupation 
Army

18 23/9/2015
Al-Shuhada’ 

Street Military 
Checkpoint

Female Women

3
Muhammed Faris 

al-Ja’bari
Occupation 

Army
19 9/10/2015

Entrance 
toKiryatArba’ 
Settlement / 

Wadi al-
Ghardous

Male Men
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However, evidences in more than one case proved that the soldiers 
themselves put a knife near the victims, or that they shot the victim 
though s/he did not pose an immediate threat to any soldier.
The actions of Israeli soldiers from the moment of shooting at the vic-

tim to the end of the incident have no relevance to humanity. These 
repeated unethical acts of barbarism against almost all of the victims 
include the following:

• The soldiers keep firing at the victim heavily to physically liquidate 
rather than control him.
• Prevention from providing necessary aid to the injured from both the 

Palestinian ambulance and the emergency units of the occupation army.
• Leaving the injured on the ground bleeding at the crime scene for 

often more than half an hour.
• In many cases, the soldiers stripped the victim’s body of clothes by 

tearing them up in front of people and before cameras.
• Covering the martyr’s body with foil paper, and this is jaundiced as 

we do not know the sense of using the foil.
• Detention of many bodies of martyrs (the victims) for many days.

The following list shows the names of martyrs, places and dates of 
martyrdom:

No Name Assailant Age
Martyrdom 

Date
Martyrdom 

Place
Gender Category

1
Mahmoud Yahya 

Abu Jheisheh
Occupation 

Army
20 26/4/2015

In front of al-
Haram al-
Ibrahimi

Male Men

2
Hadeel Salah 
Hashlamon

Occupation 
Army

18 23/9/2015
Al-Shuhada’ 

Street Military 
Checkpoint

Female Women

3
Muhammed Faris 

al-Ja’bari
Occupation 

Army
19 9/10/2015

Entrance 
toKiryatArba’ 
Settlement / 

Wadi al-
Ghardous

Male Men
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4
FadelMuhammed 

Al-Qawasmeh
A settler + 
soldiers

19
17/10/201

5
Al-Shuhada’ 

Street
Male Men

5
Bayan 

AymenE’seili
Occupation 

Army
16

17/10/201
5

Wadi al-
Ghardous 

Military 
Checkpoint

Female
Women/

Minor

6
TareqZeyad Al-

Natsheh
Occupation 

Army
16

17/10/201
5

Al-Shuhada’ 
Street Military 
Checkpoint

Male Minor

7
Bashar Nedal Al-

Ja’bari
Occupation 

Army
15

20/10/201
5

Al-Ras/ near 
Rajbi Building

Male Minor

8
Husam Isma’il Al-

Ja’bari
Occupation 

Army
17

20/10/201
5

Al-Ras/ near 
Rajbi Building

Male Minor

9
Hashem Younes 

Al-Azzah
Occupation 

Army
54

21/10/201
5

Al-Shuhada’ 
Street Military 
Checkpoint

Male Men

10
Dania Jehad 

Rsheid
Occupation 

Army
17

25/10/201
5

In front of al-
Haram al-
Ibrahimi

Female
Women/

Minor

11
Sa’d Muhammed 

Al-Atrash
Occupation 

Army
20

26/10/201
5

Al-Sahla/Near 
the Syariah 

Court
Male Men

12
Hammam Adnan 

Assa’id
Occupation 

Army
22

27/10/201
5

Entrance to Tel 
Rumeida 

Settlement
Male Men

13 Islam Rafiq E’beid
Occupation 

Army

 23 28/10/201
5

Entrance to Tel 
Rumeida 

Settlement
Male Men

14
Muhammed 
Mahdi Al-
Muhtaseb

Occupation 
Army

23
29/10/201

5

Close to the 
Military 

Checkpoint/ Al-
Masharqa Al-

Tahta

Male Men

15
Farouq 

Abdelqader Sider
Occupation 

Army
19

29/10/201
5

Al-Shuhada’ 
Street / close 
to al-Dabouya 

settlement

Male Men

16
Taher Mustafa  
Abdelmun’em 

Fnoun

Occupation 
Army

19 4/12/2015
Tel Rumeida 
Checkpoint

Male Men

17
Mustafa 

FadelAbdelmun’e
m Fnoun

Occupation 
Army

16 4/12/2015
Tel Rumeida 
Checkpoint

Male Minor

18
Ehab Fathi 
Meswadi

Occupation 
Army

18 4/12/2015
Salaymeh 

Checkpoint
Male Men

19
Abdelrahman 
Yusri Meswadi

Occupation 
Army + 
settlers

20 9/12/2015
Al-Shuhada’ 

Street
Male Men
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Graph (4): Distribution of the martyrs by gender and age group

Table No. (4) indicates that:
• 32% of the martyrs are minors.
• The percentage of female martyrs compared with total deaths is 16%.
It is noted that the largest number of martyrs in 2015 were in Tel Ru-

meidaand al-Shuhada’ Street. This demonstrates that the occupation 
authorities continue to Judaize Tel Rumeida and attach it to the rest 
of the closed and isolated areas. The graphical comparison table indi-
cates that 56% of the martyrs were killed in al-Shuhada Street and Tel 
Rumeida and 44% were killed in other areas of the Old City.
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Diagram showing the number and percentage of martyrs in al- Shuhada Street, Tel Rumeida 

and the rest of the Old City
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Martyrs in al- Shuhada Street, 
Tel Rumeida and the rest of the 

Old City
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Arrests in the Old City
 2015
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1. Arrests in the Old City:
Legal follow-up of arrest cases:
- In 2015, the Legal Unit documented 94 cases of arrest during which 
One hundred and twenty-three (123) arrests were reported. The Unit 
has successfully pursued 25 cases of detention before being released. 
The remaining cases have been forwarded to the Palestinian official 
and private entities, or have been released after interrogation by the 
occupation police.
Among those arrested, there were:
- Forty-two children, representing (34%) of all the detainees.
- Sixty-nine men, representing (56%) of all the detainees.
- Twelve woman and minors, representing (10%) of all the detainees.

2. Attacks on private property:
The attacks on private property include lands, houses, shops and 
others. The number of the Israeli violations against the citizens’ 
private property was (183).
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Diagram (3B) shows the percentage of the attacks against citizens in terms of the target 

group during 2015
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3. Attacks on public property:
In 2015, the attacks committed by the occupation army and settlers on 
the public property in the Old City include (religious places, schools, 
streets and public squares), and the number of violation cases amount-
ed to (170).
- 46% of all the attacks were against the streets and public squares.
- 31% of all the attacks were against the schools.
- 23% of the attacks were against the religious places.
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Graph (4) shows the percentage of attacks committed by of the occupation army and settlers 

against the public property during 2015

Compulsory military checkpoints:
In a move that indicates persistence on the implementation of the ex-
pansion and displacement scheme, the occupation authorities have re-
cently tightened its procedures through military checkpoints leading to
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the Old City, in what is called’ necessary security measures.
In this respect, the occupation authorities have issued a military order 
to expand a military checkpoint at the entrance of al-Shuhada’ Street /
Bab al-Zaweyah. Also, the residents of the area were enumerated and 
the troops were instructed not to allow entry to any Palestinian whose 
name does not appear in records of the population living in that region 
(al-Shuhada Street, Tel Rumeida). It is worth mentioning that al-Shu-
hada Street checkpoint has had a lot of restrictions to isolate the re-
gion. Likewise, al-Sahla military checkpoint, which is close to Abu Rish 
mosque, was extended for the same purposes.
In addition to military barriers at the entrance of the Old City, the oc-
cupation authorities erected another (12) barriers, including military 
checkpoints, concrete blocks and barbed wire in order to prevent the 
entry or exit of Palestinians. The Palestinians’ accessibility to the closed 
zone is allowed only through the crossing points with humiliating proce-
dures which include harassment of the youth through inspection, strip-
ping and detention under various pretexts. 

A picture showing modern closures that have been added to the existing barriers around the 

Old City in 2015
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The impact of barriers and barricades on the Palestinian citizens

The impact of the closure on the social life:

Under false security pretenses, 
the Israeli occupation conducts 
violent practices and actions 
against the Old City of Hebron, in 
that an important part of the city 
was geographically transformed 
into a canton completely isolated 
from its Palestinian surroundings. 
Such tightening measures at the 
military checkpoints, setting up 
other checkpoints inside the iso-
lated canton, night raids, closure 
of shops and school and mosque 
raids all have had a negative im-
pact on the population of the re-
gion and the rest of the Palestin-
ian citizens in Hebron.

The tightening of Israeli military 
actions at the entrances of the 
Old City has restricted the free-
dom of movement and increased 
the difficulty of having communi-
cation with the rest parts of the 
city. Thus, the citizens became 
socially isolated to the extent that 
they could not make regular exchanges of visits and properly partici-
pate in each other’s social events. 
As a result, the population reduced their movement for fear of attacks 
by soldiers and settlers or to avoid using troublesome and long routes.

The impact of the closure on the economic side
The restrictions of free movement in the Old City and the visitors’ fear 
of shopping at its markets led to the deterioration of its commercial 
traffic. The occupation authorities deliberately closed some shops that 
have been re-opened in al-Sahlah area, and prevented the ramification 
of many other shops.
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The impact of the closure on the educational side
The Old City that has been converted into isolated cantons has five 
basic schools. The pupils there suffer from free access to the schools 
because they have to pass through many military checkpoints and hu-
miliating inspection outposts scattered in the place, not to mention doz-
ens of spiteful settlers who walk around and attack the students. More-
over, schoolteacher’s there are subjected to humiliating searches while 
crossing the electronic barriers.
Similarly, there are two kindergartens in the isolated region. The chil-
dren have difficulty to go into Al-Saraya kindergarten, as they have to 
pass through many military barriers placed at the entrance to the kin-
dergarten. This environment causes extreme fear for children and has 
a bad psychological impact on them.
The second kindergarten is in Tel Rumeida, meters away from al-Shu-
hada’ Street. Its children share al-Sraya’s same suffering since there is 
also a checkpoint at the entrance to the kindergarten.
The university and high school students, on the other hand, are daily 
forced to pass through more than one military checkpoint to get out 
to their universities and secondary schools. In many cases, the Israe-
li army intentionally delays the passage of students at these military 
checkpoints.

The impact of the closure on the political and religious sides
The most important religious monument in Hebron is al-Haram al-
Ibrahimi and it is the second holiest place after the Aqsa Mosque in 
Palestine. Therefore, al-Haram al-Ibrahimi and the other historical and 
cultural landmarks constitute top important tourist attractions in the Old 
City.
As a result of the closures and traffic disruptions, tourism to the Old 
City has completely shrunk.

Impact of the closure on the needs of the population for Safety 
and Security
As a result of the settlers’ attacks, residents in the Old City have lost 
life and property safety. These settlers are protected and supported by 
the Israeli soldiers who erected many checkpoints and control rooms 
in front of and above the Palestinian houses, depriving them of privacy 
inside their homes.
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Moreover, citizens were also targeted through shooting, executing 
and wounding. The occupation soldiers, also, fired tear gas and sound 
bombs, raided houses day and night and launched mass and individual 
arrests of young people, women and children. This situation led to a 
lack in the sense of security and safety, which is an essential human 
need that comes after the physiological needs according to Maslow’s 
hierarchy of human needs.

Impact of the closure on health and care services
The fact that the occupation authorities have prevented the entry of 
cars, in general, and the ambulances, in particular, to the Old City in-
creases the suffering of the sick and all the recipients of the health 
service.
In fact, they have to walk or rely entirely on relatives to be lifted out 
of the isolated region. In some parts where entry of ambulances is al-
lowed, the military checkpoint soldiers tend to prevent or delay the pas-
sage of ambulances into their destination.

Impact of the closure on the psychological side
Closures adversely affect the psychological side of each Palestinian 
individual or family living in the Old City, particularly in the area that has 
been isolated from its geographical and social surroundings. This effect 
is due to several reasons, including:
• The unjustified day or night home raids committed repeatedly and 
without warning by the Israeli army.
•Closures have negatively affected the upbringing of children, in terms 
of suffering from repression and deprivation resulting from the occupa-
tion forces’ arbitrary actions. Such actions include detention of children, 
assaulting them, raiding their homes or insulting their family members 
in front of them. They suffer from the settles’ physical and verbal attacks 
against them, not to and the unavailability of places for fun and play.

Attack on al-Haram al-Ibrahimi and the prevention of Adhan (call 
to prayers) in it
Al-Haram al-Ibrahimi is still controlled by the Israeli occupation, which 
illegally divided it in the aftermath of extremist settler Baruch Goldstein’s 
horrible massacre against Palestinian defenseless worshipers in 1994, 
which led to killing and injuring tens of Palestinians. 
Thus, the decision to divide it was in favor of the offender over the
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victim who owns the land and history.
The occupation forces and settlers continue their daily violations and 
attacks against al-Haram al-Ibrahimi. In this regard, the Israeli soldiers 
impose restrictions on the freedom of worship and deliberately delay 
and detain young people coming for Friday prayers in al-Haram al-Ibra-
himi.
Among these attacks is the prevention of Adhan (Call to Prayers) at the 
minarets of al-Haram al-Ibrahimi. In 2015, Adhan from the minarets of 
al-Haram al-Ibrahimi has been prevented 622 times by the Israeli oc-
cupation authorities. 
Chart No. (5) indicates the number of Adhan prevention times during 
the months of the year.
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Chart No. (5) indicates the number of Adhan prevention times during the months of the year

In addition to the Adhan prevention, 2015 has witnessed other assaults 
against the al-Haram al-Ibrahimi and its precincts, including:
• On 26/1/2015, a platform for the disabled was established in the east-
ern corner of al-Haram al-Ibrahimi in place of the seven steps.
• On 15/2/2015, a caravan was placed in the yard of al-Haram al-Ibra-
himi to serve as a tourist information center for the Jews and settlers.
• Frequent incursions by settlers and Jewish political figures to al-
Ishaqiyah area.
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• Several attempts to fully control Bab al-Yusufiya.
• On 04/05/2015, there were attempts to open Bab al-Gharinside al-
Haram al-Ibrahimi. 
• Raising Israeli flags on its walls, especially on holidays and special 
occasions.
• In the middle of March2015, the settlers started excavations in order 
to build a ritual bath.
• Detecting a number of infringements around al-Haram al-Ibrahimi, 
including stairs for the disabled, platform in the seven steps, removal 
of the old lavatory, putting a wooden platform close to the entrance of 
the section that under their control and setting up two iron stairs at the 
entrance of al-Yusufiya.
• The Israeli police and army arrested two employees in al-Haram al-
Ibrahimi under the pretext of obstructing tasks of the Israeli soldiers.
• On 07/26/2015, a settler attacked one of al-Haram al-Ibrahim’s em-
ployees.
On 04/22/2015, Hebron Rehabilitation Committee workers were pro-
hibited from completing the ramification work in the Sultan Pool Mosque 
in al-Sahla. Also, the settlers raided al-Kayal Mosque near Hebron’s 
Hisba market in the area that has been closed for more than 15 years.
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Israeli Monthly 
Violation Reports 

during 2015

On a daily basis, the Israeli violations are documented by the Legal 
Unit to be published on the Hebron Rehabilitation Committee’s website.
Similarly, monthly reports are prepared to include all daily reports of the 
violations occurring every month. The reports are translated into Eng-
lish and shared with local and international humanitarian and human 
rights organizations.
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1. Violations in January:

# Assaulted Assaulter Scene Type of assault Date of 
assault

1
Family of Abed 
Al Rahman Al 

Ragabi
Israeli army Al Sahla

Denying them access 
to their home at 

Endowment 
Compound

1/5/2015

2 A group of 
citizens Israeli army Ibraheemi 

Mosque Gate Beating visitors 5/1/2015

3
Old town's 

markets and 
neighborhoods

Israeli army 
and settlers

Municipality gate, 
old market, Al 
Qazazin, Bani 

Dar

Provocative tour 6/1/2015

4
Muhammad 

Amer Burqan 
(child)

Israeli army Al Salayma 
neighborhood

Detention and 
beating 12/1/2015

5 A group of 
citizens Israeli army Near the Office of 

HRC
Seizure and checking 

identity cards 14/1/2015

6
Usaid 

Muhammad Al 
Atrash (child)

Israeli army Al Shuhada' St Detention 16/1/2015.

7 Home of Yousif 
Abu Shaban Israeli army Near Kiryat Arba' 

colony
Raiding and 
ransacking 18/1/2015

8
Markets and 

neighborhoods 
of the old town

Israeli army 
and settlers

Municipality gate, 
old market, Al 
Qazazin, Bani 

Dar

Provocative tour 18/1/2015

9 Home of Zahera 
Eweda Israeli army Al Shuhada' St. Welding the door of 

the house 19/1/2015

10 Ashraf Abu 
Aysha Israeli army Tal Rumeda Detention 18/1/2015

11 Bara' Hani Al 
Fakhour Israeli army

Near the 
Ibraheemi 
Mosque

detention 19/1/2015

12 Public property Israeli army
Near the 

Ibraheemi 
Mosque

Adding Caravan for 
the Israeli Police 

Center
20/1/2015.

13

A plot of land 
belonging to 

Abdel Kareem Al 
Gabari

Settlers Hadour area Asking for tax 22/1/2015
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14
Markets and 

neighborhoods 
of the old town

Israeli army 
and settlers

Municipality gate, 
old market, Al 
Qazazin, Bani 

Dar

Provocative tour 25/1/2015

15 The Ibraheemi 
Mosque Settlers

The Ibraheemi 
Mosque/ the 

division under 
settlers' control

Putting up a ramp 26/1/2015

16

Muaz 
Hashlamon 

Othman 
Hashlamon 

Muhammad Al 
Shareef

Israeli army

Near the 
checkpoint at the 
entrance of the 

Ibraheemi 
Mosque

Detention 27/1/2015

17 Al Harbawi Land Settlers
Al Shuhada' St. 

opposite to 
Daboya

Blancketing it with 
artificial grass 28/1/2015.

18
Markets and 

neighborhoods 
of the old town

Israeli army 
and settlers

Municipality gate, 
old market, Al 
Qazazin, Bani 

Dar

Provocative tour 31/1/2015

19 The Ibraheemi 
Mosque Israeli army Ibraheemo 

Mosque
Prohibiting call for 
prayer 51 times

1/1 until 
31/1 /2015

During the first month of 2015, (20) violations were committed by 
the occupation army and settlers. They resulted from 19 incidents of           
assault: (9) violations against citizens, (6) against public property, and 
(5) ones against private property.
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2. Violations in February:

# Assaulted Assaulter Scene Type of assault Date of 
assault

1 Raed Jihad Abu 
Rumela Settlers Salayma 

neighborhood Running over 1/2/2015

2
Anan 

Muhammad 
Saleh

Israeli army Near the Ibraheemi 
Mosque Detention 1/2/2015`

3 Citizens' homes Israeli army Old town 
neighborhood

Climbing homes' 
roofs 2/2/2015

4 Al Harbawi Land Settlers
AlShuhada' St. 

Opposite to 
Daboya

Putting up 
celebration tent 2/2/2015

5 Ghassan Wadah 
Al Gabari Israeli army Near the Ibraheemi 

Mosque Detention 2/2/2015

6 A number of 
citizens Israeli army Al Shuhada' St. and 

Bab Al Zawya

Beating and 
shooting stun 

grenades and gas 
canisters

2/2/2015

7

Home of Husni 
Sifan Matrya 
Child Riham 

Husni Abu Sifan

Settlers Wadi Al Husein Stoning the house 
Causing bruises 1/2/2015

8 A number of 
citizens Israeli army Tal Rumieda

Prohibiting 
citizens from 
planting trees

3/2/2015

9
Child 

Muhammad Al 
Gabari

Settlers Al Ras/ Al Gabari 
neighborhood Running over 6/2/2015

10
Markets and 

neighborhoods 
of the old town

Israeli army 
and settlers

Municipality gate, 
Al Qazazin, old 

market and Bani 
Dar

Provocative tour 7/2/2015

11 Barkat Al Sultan 
Mosque

Israeli army 
and settlers Al Sahla Prohibiting 

renovation 9/2/2015

12 Mahmoud 
Waleed Gaber Israeli army Wadi Al Hussein Detention 10/2/2015

13 Public property Settlers Near the Ibraheemi 
Mosque

Putting a caravan 
(information 

center)
15/2/2015
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14
Tareq Gaber's 

store 
Public roads

Settlers

Gaber 
neighborhood/ Al 
Shuhada' St/ Al 

Sahla

Putting posters on 
the facades of the 

stores
16/2/2015

15 Homes Settlers Old market
Raiding some 
uninhabited 

homes
17/2/2015.

16 Child Adam 
Ghaith Israeli army

Al Ragaby 
checkpoint / Al 

Masharfa 
neighborhood

Detention 17/2/2015

17
Child Saleh 
Emad Abu 
Shamsia

Settlers Tal Rumeida Beating 21/2/2015

18 Child Yazan 
Faraj Al Ragaby Israeli army

Al Ragabi 
checkpoint / Al 

Masharfa 
neighborhood

Detention 20/2/2015

19
Children of Al 

Saraya 
Kindergarten

Israeli army Al Salayma 
checkpoint

Restricting people 
movement 23/2/2015

20 Olive trees Settlers Tal Al Rumeida Chopping 100 
olive shrubs 22/2/2015

21 Home of Emad 
Abu Shamsia

Israeli army 
and settlers Tal Al Rumeida

Occupying the 
roof and the yards 

of the house
22/2/2015

22

Store of Abe 
Raof Al 

Muhtasib 
Muhammad 
Abed Raof Al 

Muhtasib

Settlers
Near the yard of 
the Ibraheemi 

Mosque

Spoiling goods 
Beating 25/2/2015

23

Al Ibraheemia 
School 

Child Hussein 
Ali Murar

Israeli army Al Ibraheemia 
School

Breaking in the 
compound of the 

school 
Detaining a 

student

25/2/2015
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24

A number of 
citizens 

Higazi Ebeido 
Hisham 

Sharabati 
Bashar Al 

Ragabi

Israeli army

Beating 
Shooting stun 

grenades 
Detention

27/2/2015

25
Markets and 

neighborhoods 
of the old town

Israeli army 
and settlers

Municipality gate, 
old market, Al 

Qazazin, Bani Dar
Provocative tour 28/2/2015

26 Ibraheemi 
Mosque Israeli army

The compound of 
the Ibraheemi 

Mosque

Prohibiting call for 
prayer (47) times

1/2 / 
28/2/2015

During the 2nd month of 2015, (33) violations were committed by 
the occupation army and settlers. They resulted from 26 incidents of          
assault: (16) violations against citizens, (8) against public property, and 
(9) ones against private property.
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3. Violations in March:

# Assaulted Assaulter Scene Type of assault Date of 
assault

1 A number of 
citizens

Israeli army 
and settlers

Near the 
Ibraheemi Mosque

Prohibiting access 
to the Ibraheemi 

Mosque
2/3/2015

2

Nizar Nasir 
Ghalma 

Ameer Ishaq 
Maharma 

Ahmad Sadi

Israeli army 
and settlers

Near the 
Ibraheemi Mosque

Beating 

Detention
3/3/2015

3 A number of 
citizens Israeli army The gate of the 

Ibraheemi Mosque Restricting access 3/3/2015

4
Markets and 

neighborhoods 
of the old town

Israeli army 
and settlers

Municipality gate, 
old market, Al 

Qazazin, Bani Dar
Provocative tour 7/3/2015

5 Citizens homes 
and stores

Israeli army 
and settlers

Bani Dar and 
Muhtasibeen 

neighborhoods

A tour by the 
Authority of 

Antiquity and 
photographing 
some buildings

7/3/2015

6 Home of Emad 
Abu Shamsia Israeli army Tal Al Rumeida Raid and search 10/3/2015

7

Home of 
Hussein Abu 

Suniena 
Magdi Hussein 
Abu Suniena 

Azeez Hussein 
Abu Suniena

Israeli army Qaitun Raid, search and 
detention 11/3/2015

8 The Ibraheemi 
Mosque Israeli army The Ibraheemi 

Mosque

Israeli foreign 
Minister desecrating 

the mosque
15/3/2015

9

Wala' Ahmad 
Sultan 
Asma' 

Muhammad Al 
Natsha

Israeli army The yard of the 
Ibraheemi Mosque Detention 15/3/2015

10 A number of 
citizens Israeli army The yard of the 

municipality Physical search 16/3/2015

11 Home of Emad 
Abu Shamsia Settlers Tal Al Rumieda Intoxicating water 

tankers 13/3/2015
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12 Mikhzan Salah 
Abu Ragab Israeli army

Al Sahla / next to 
Al Ibraheemi 
playground

Nigh raid 16/3/2015

13 Bara' Khaled Al 
Madhoun Israeli army Tal Al Rumieda Beating 18/3/2015

14 The Ibraheemi 
Mosque

Israeli army 
and settlers

The Ibraheemi 
Mosque

Raiding the mosque 
from Issac side 19/3/2015

15 A number of 
citizens Israeli army Near the 

Ibraheemi Mosque Beating 23/3/2015

16

A number of 
citizens 
Schools 
students

Israeli army Al Shuhada' St 
and Bab Al Zawya

Beating / stun 
grenades and gas 

canisters
25/3/2015

17

Child Saed Eyad 
Salhab 

Child Muhanad 
Hussein Al 

Natsha

Israeli army Tal Al Rumieda Detention and 
beating 25/3/2015

18 Anwar Miswada Israeli army Abu Al Reesh 
military checkpoint

Verbal and physical 
assault 26/3/2015

19 Mahmoud Ez Al 
Ragabi Israeli army Near the 

Ibraheemi Mosque Detention 29/3/2015

20

Gardens and 
roads of the 
Ibraheemi 
Mosque

Israeli army 
and settlers

Near the 
Ibraheemi Mosque

Putting up 
barricades, 

concrete blocks and 
caravans

31/3/2015

21

The family of 
Abed Al 

Rahman Al 
Ragabi

settlers
Endowment 

Building/ Bab Al 
Khan

Closing the 
entrance of the 

building
30/3/2015

22

Principal of 
qurtoba School 

Child Shada 
Sameer 
Miswada

Settlers Al Shuuhada' St. Beating 31/3/2015

23 Mufeed Al 
Sharabati Settlers Al Shuhada' St. Beating 31/3/2015

24 The Ibraheemi 
Mosque Israeli army

Prohibiting calling 
for prayer (46) 

times

Prohibiting calling 
for prayer (46) times

1/3 /
31/3/2015
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During the 3rd month of 2015, (35) violations were committed by the 
occupation army and settlers. They resulted from 24 incidents of as-
sault: (16) violations against citizens, (11) against public property, and 
(8) ones against private property.

Table (8) illustrates the human rights violations during March 2015
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4. Violations in April:

# Assaulted Assaulter Scene Type of assault Date of 
assault

1
The compound 

of the Ibraheemi 
Mosque

Settlers
Southern part of the 

Ibraheemo 
compound

Excavations 29/3/2015

2 Stores of Salah 
Abu Ragab Israeli army

Next to the 
Ibraheemi 

playground near Al 
Faiha' Primary 

School

Putting up 
temporary military 

barrier
2/4/2015

3 The Ibraheemi 
Mosque Israeli army The Ibraheemi 

Mosque

Closing the 
mosque for two 

days to celebrate 
the Passover.

5/4/2015

4 Kamal Al Batsh Israeli army Al Shalalh St. Detention and 
beating 5/4/2015

5 Child Mahir Abu 
Haya Israeli army AL Shalalah St. Detention 4/4/2015`

6 Closed stores Settlers Al Shuhada' St. Raiding stores and 
ransacking them 3/4/2015

7

Abed Al 
Mughani Edrees 

Zahda 
Anas Bassam 

Sharabati

Israeli army Al Shuhada' St. Detention n and 
beating 7/4/2015

8
Home of 

Mahmoud Abu 
Haya

Israeli army Al Shalalah St. Raiding and search 7/4/2015.

9 Home of Ghaleb 
Al Buti Israeli army Wadi Al Ghroos Raid 9/4/2015

10 Ibraheemi 
Mosque

Israeli 
settlers and 

army

The Ibraheemi 
Mosque

Making a hole 
inside the 
compound

5/4/2015

11 Awni Emad Abu 
Shamsia Israeli army Tal Al Rumeida Detention and 

beating 9/4/2015

12 Child Ala' Al Din 
Sharawna Israeli army The gate of the 

Ibraheemi Mosque Detention 14/4/2015 
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13

Child Ahmad 
Shahir Abu 
Hamadia 

Child Nimir 
Zareef Abu 

Hamdia

Israeli army Al Shuhad' St. Detention 15/4/ 2015

14
Muhammad 
Ayad Abu 
Suneneh

Israeli army Al Shuhada' St. Detention 17/4/2015

15 Markets of the 
old town

Israeli 
settlers and 

army

The gate of the 
municipality, Souq Provocative tour 18/4/2015

16

Yazan Usri Abu 
Suneneh 
Sharaf Al 
Fakhouri 
Ashraf Al 
Fakhouri

Israeli army Al Sahla Detention and 
Beating 19/4/2015

17 The Ibraheemi 
Mosque

Israeli 
settlers and 

army

The Ibraheemi 
Mosque

Hoisting Israeli 
flags 21/4/2015

18

Yards and 
gardens of the 

Ibraheemi 
Mosque

Israeli 
settlers and 

army

Yards of the 
Ibraheemi Mosque

Putting up 
umbrellas and 

seats for 
celebrations

22/4/2015

19 Mahmoud Yahia 
Abu Jhesha Israeli army Near the gate of the 

Ibraheemi Mosque
Shot and killed by 

Israeli forces 25/4/2015

20 Ala' Fawaz 
Qufesha Settlers Wadi Al Hussein Beating 25/4/2015

21 A number of 
citizens Israeli army Al Sahla Inhalation of tear 

gas 25/4/2015

22 Al Kaial Mosque Settlers Al Sahla Raid 24/4/2015

23 The Ibraheemi 
Mosque Israeli army The Ibraheemi 

Mosque
Prohibiting call for 
prayer (60) times

1/4 / 
30/4/2015

During the 4th month of 2015, (26) violations were committed by the 
occupation army and settlers. They resulted from 24 incidents of as-
sault: (12) violations against citizens, (10) against public property, and 
(4) ones against private property.
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# Assaulted Assaulter Scene Type of assault Date of 

assault

1 Muhammad 
Salem Al Razam Israeli army

Near the 
Ibraheemi 
Mosque

Detention and 
beating 1/6/2015

2 The markets of 
the old town

Israeli army 
and settlers

The yard of the 
municipality, Souq 

and Bani Dar
Provocative tour 6/6/2015

3

The home of Nidal 
Salhab. 

Emad Abu 
Shamsia. 

Badei' Al Dwek

Settlers Tal Al Rumieda
Attacking the 

house. 
Beating

7/6/2015

4 A number of 
children Israeli army

Abu Al Reesh 
checkpoint / Al 

Sahla
Detention 8/6/2015

5 The Ibraheemi 
Mosque

Israeli 
settlers and 

army

The Ibraheemi 
Mosque

Hoisting Israeli 
flags 10/6/2015

6 A number of 
citizens Israeli army Checkpoint at Al 

Shuhada' St. Detention 11/6/2015

7 Amera Al Atrash Israeli army Checkpoint at Al 
Shuhada' St.

Restricting her 
movement

8
Child Yasin 

Muhammad Al 
Karaki

Settlers Al Sahla Ran over by a 
settler 14/6/2015

9

Ahmad Hisham Al 
Azah 

Abdel Rahman Al 
Salayma

Settlers Al Shuhada' St. Beating 21/6/2015

10 A number of 
citizens Israeli army Al Shuhada' St.

Restricting 
citizens' 

movement
28/6/2015

11 Hamdi Ahmad 
Abu Hamdia Israeli army Al Sahla St. Detention and 

verbal assault 26/6/2015

12
The home of Galal 

Muhammad Al 
Gabari

Israeli army Al Ras
Confiscating 

construction tools 
and equipment

6/ 2015

5. Violations in May:
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a

13

The home of 
Shadi Sidir 

The home of Abed 
Sidir 

The home of 
Mahmoud Abu 

Haya

Settlers Middle Shalalah 
St.

Stoning homes 
Causing injury 28/6/2015`

14 The Ibraheemi 
Mosque Israeli army The Ibraheemi 

Mosque
Raiding and 
desecrating 30/6/2015

15 The Ibraheemi 
Mosque Israeli army The Ibraheemi 

Mosque
Prohibiting call for 
prayer (50) times

(1/6/ 
30/6/2015

During the 5th month of 2015, (27) violations were committed by the 
occupation army and settlers. They resulted from 25 incidents of as-
sault: (13) violations against citizens, (5) against public property, and 
(9) ones against private property.
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6. Violations in June:

# Assaulted Assaulter Scene Type of assault Date of 
assault

1 Muhammad 
Salem Al Razam Israeli army

Near the 
Ibraheemi 
Mosque

Detention and 
beating 1/6/2015

2 The markets of 
the old town

Israeli army 
and settlers

The yard of the 
municipality, Souq 

and Bani Dar
Provocative tour 6/6/2015

3

The home of Nidal 
Salhab 

Emad Abu 
Shamsia 

Badei' Al Dwek

Settlers Tal Al Rumieda
Attacking the 

house. 
Beating

7/6/2015

4 A number of 
children Israeli army

Abu Al Reesh 
checkpoint / Al 

Sahla
Detention 8/6/2015

5 The Ibraheemi 
Mosque

Israeli 
settlers and 

army

The Ibraheemi 
Mosque

Hoisting Israeli 
flags 10/6/2015

6 A number of 
citizens Israeli army Checkpoint at Al 

Shuhada' St. Detention 11/6/2015

7 Amera Al Atrash Israeli army Checkpoint at Al 
Shuhada' St.

Restricting her 
movement

8
Child Yasin 

Muhammad Al 
Karaki

Settlers Al Sahla Ran over by a 
settler 14/6/2015

9

Ahmad Hisham Al 
Azah 

Abdel Rahman Al 
Salayma

Settlers Al Shuhada' St. Beating 21/6/2015

10 A number of 
citizens Israeli army Al Shuhada' St.

Restricting 
citizens' 

movement
28/6/2015

11 Hamdi Ahmad 
Abu Hamdia Israeli army Al Sahla St. Detention and 

verbal assault 26/6/2015

12
The home of Galal 

Muhammad Al 
Gabari

Israeli army Al Ras
Confiscating 

construction tools 
and equipment

6/ 2015
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a

13

The home of 
Shadi Sidir 

The home of Abed 
Sidir 

The home of 
Mahmoud Abu 

Haya

Settlers Middle Shalalah 
St.

Stoning homes 
Causing injury 28/6/2015

14 The Ibraheemi 
Mosque Israeli army The Ibraheemi 

Mosque
Raiding and 
desecrating 30/6/2015

15 The Ibraheemi 
Mosque Israeli army The Ibraheemi 

Mosque
Prohibiting call for 
prayer (50) times

(1/6/ 
30/6/2015

During the 6th month of 2015, (20) violations were committed by the 
occupation army and settlers. They resulted from 15 incidents of as-
sault: (11) violations against citizens, (6) against public property, and (3) 
ones against private property.
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7. Violations in July:

Affected Persons or 
PropertyPerpetratorLocationType of incidentDate#

Mahmoud Riad ZaruOccupation 
Army

Near the 
Ibrahimi 
Mosque

Beating and 
arrest2/7/20151

Child Maher Mahmoud 
Abu Hayyeh

Occupation 
Army

Shalaleh 
streetArrest6/7/20152

Abed Khalaf DweikOccupation 
ArmyTel RumeidaArrest7/7/20153

Anas Bassam Sharbati
Occupation 

Army
Shuhada' 

streetBeating7/7/20154

Mohammed Suleiman 
Abu Hadid

Occupation 
ArmySahle areaBeating and 

arrest7/7/20155

A group of citizensSettlerSahle area
Provocation and 
attacks against 

citizens
8/7/20156

* Imad Abu Shamsyah 
home 

*Awni Imad Abu 
Shamsyah

Occupation 
ArmyTel RumeidaHouse Searches 

and arrest11/7/20157

Old City areas and its 
markets

Occupation 
ArmyOld city

Ascent houses 
roofs and 

searched people
14/7/20158

The land of the 
cemetery in Tel 

Rumeida
SettlerTel Rumeida

Establish a 
building on a 

cemetery land
7/7/20159

Child Muawiya 
Mohammed Abu Haykal

Occupation 
ArmyTel RumeidaArrest18/7/201510

Child Annan Ali Awni Al-
Jabari

Occupation 
Army

Baladiyeh 
squareArrest20/7/201511

Ali Wadah ShehadehOccupation 
Army

Shuhada' 
streetArrest22/7/201512

Hazem Ali Abu Rajab 
Home

Occupation 
Army and 

Settler
Sahle areaHouse searche21/7/201513
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Hazem  Ali Abu Rajab 
Home

Occupation 
ArmySahle areaMilitary order to 

close the house22/7/201514

* Hussein Natsheh 
House 

* Ahmed Hussein Al-
Natsheh

Occupation 
Army

El-Sawaqneh 
area

* Raid and 
search 
*Arrest

22/7/201515

*Anas Zuhair Bayed 
* Samer ZahdehSettlerShuhada' 

streetBeating27/7/201516

Amer Abu ZaanonhOccupation 
Army

Shuhada' 
streetArrest27/7/201517

Gold MarketSettlerGold Market

Storming, 
sabotage and 
infringement 
settlement

28/7/201518

Palestinian landsSettlerAl-Baq’ahThe burning of 
agricultural land21/7/201519

Ibrahimi Mosque 
muezzinSettlerIbrahimi 

MosqueBeating20/7/201520

* Child Bara’ Arif Jaber 
* Ismail Rafat Jaber

Occupation 
ArmyJaber areaArrest29/7/201521

*Abu-Shamsyah family 
house 

*Madleen And Fayzeeh 
Abu_Shamsyah

Occupation 
ArmyTel Rumeida

* House 
searches 
* Beating

30/7/201522

Ibrahimi MosqueOccupation 
Army

Ibrahimi 
Mosque

Preventing call to 
prayer

1/7 to 
31/7/201523

During the 7th month of 2015, (30) violations were committed by the 
occupation army and settlers. They resulted from 23 incidents of as-
sault: (18) violations against citizens, (2) against public property, and 
(10) ones against private property.
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8. Violations in August:

Affected Persons 
or PropertyPerpetratorLocationType of incidentDate#

* A group of 
citizens 

*Citizens house

Occupation 
ArmySahle area*Throwing tear gas 

*House raids1/8/20151

Shalaleh ShopsOccupation 
Army

Shalaleh 
street

Raid the shops and 
sabotage its doors2/8/20152

Abu Rajab Family 
House

Occupation 
ArmySahle area

Raid the house and 
use its electricity for 

military purposes
3/8/20153

The southern 
entrance to the 

Old City

Occupation 
ArmySahle areaClosing the entrance 

of the old city4/8/20154

Hussein Fallah 
Natsheh

Occupation 
Army

El-Sawaqneh 
areaArrest4/8/20155

Shadi Sider HouseSettler Shalaleh
street

Attacking the family 
members6/8/20156

Abu Rajab Family 
House

Occupation 
Army

Sahle areaAttack and try to 
occupy the house

6/8/20157

Mamoun Hussein 
Natsheh

Occupation 
Army

Shalaleh 
streetBeating10/8/20158

Ibrahimi MosqueOccupation 
Army

Ibrahimi 
Mosque

Defense minister of 
the occupation state11/8/20159

Ibrahimi MosqueOccupation 
Army

Ibrahimi 
Mosque

close the Ibrahimi 
Mosque under the 
pretext of holidays

13/8/201510

Old city area and  
market

Occupation 
Army and 

Settler

Old city area 
and  marketProvocative tour15/8/201511

Child Mohammad 
Ammer Borqan

Occupation 
Army

Salaymeh 
areaArrest13/8/201512

Ibrahimi MosqueOccupation 
Army

Ibrahimi 
Mosque

Prevent HRC 
workers from 

practicing 
restoration work

18/8/201513

ShopSettlerSahle areaRaid the shop and 
breaking goods20/8/201514
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Affected Persons 
or PropertyPerpetratorLocationType of incidentDate#

* A group of 
citizens 

*Citizens house

Occupation 
ArmySahle area*Throwing tear gas 

*House raids1/8/20151

Shalaleh ShopsOccupation 
Army

Shalaleh 
street

Raid the shops and 
sabotage its doors2/8/20152

Abu Rajab Family 
House

Occupation 
ArmySahle area

Raid the house and 
use its electricity for 

military purposes
3/8/20153

The southern 
entrance to the 

Old City

Occupation 
ArmySahle areaClosing the entrance 

of the old city4/8/20154

Hussein Fallah 
Natsheh

Occupation 
Army

El-Sawaqneh 
areaArrest4/8/20155

Shadi Sider HouseSettler Shalaleh
street

Attacking the family 
members6/8/20156

Abu Rajab Family 
House

Occupation 
Army

Sahle areaAttack and try to 
occupy the house

6/8/20157

Mamoun Hussein 
Natsheh

Occupation 
Army

Shalaleh 
streetBeating10/8/20158

Ibrahimi MosqueOccupation 
Army

Ibrahimi 
Mosque

Defense minister of 
the occupation state11/8/20159

Ibrahimi MosqueOccupation 
Army

Ibrahimi 
Mosque

close the Ibrahimi 
Mosque under the 
pretext of holidays

13/8/201510

Old city area and  
market

Occupation 
Army and 

Settler

Old city area 
and  marketProvocative tour15/8/201511

Child Mohammad 
Ammer Borqan

Occupation 
Army

Salaymeh 
areaArrest13/8/201512

Ibrahimi MosqueOccupation 
Army

Ibrahimi 
Mosque

Prevent HRC 
workers from 

practicing 
restoration work

18/8/201513

ShopSettlerSahle areaRaid the shop and 
breaking goods20/8/201514

Old city area and 
market

Occupation 
Army and 

Settler

Old city area 
and marketProvocative tour22/8/201515

A group of citizensOccupation 
Army

Abuelresh 
checkpoint/ 

Sahle
Detention22/8/201516

Abu Rajab FamilySettlerSahle areaHarassment and 
provocation24/8/201517

Khalid Mohammed 
Ghanem and his 

wife

Occupation 
Army

Shalaleh 
streetDetention29/8/201518

A group of citizens
Occupation 
Army and 

Settler

Sahle area/ 
Al Shuhada' 

st/ Tal Al 
Rumieda

Provocative tour 
with racist phrases28/8/201519

Hashem El-AzzehOccupation 
Army

Al Shuhada' 
streetBeating and Arrest29/8/201520

Old city Museum /
it was a Turkish 
bath in the past

Occupation 
Army and 

Settler

Old city 
MuseumRaid30/8/201521

Ibrahimi MosqueOccupation 
Army

Ibrahimi 
Mosque

Prohibiting call for 
prayer (51) times

1/8 to 
31/8/201523

During the 8th month of 2015, (27) violations were committed by the 
occupation army and settlers. They resulted from 22 incidents of as-
sault: (14) violations against citizens, (7) against public property, and 
(6) ones against private property.
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9. Violations in September:

Affected Persons 
or PropertyPerpetratorLocationType of incidentDate#

Citizens HouseOccupation 
Army

Gazzazen 
Area

Raids and house 
searches2/9/20151

Talal Rugby shopOccupation 
ArmySahle area

Prevent HRC 
workers from 

practicing 
restoration work

3/9/20152

Ayman FakhouriSettlerAl Shuhada' 
streetBeating5/9/20153

Abu-Haykal LandSettlerTal Al 
Rumieda

Establishment of an 
iron railing around 
the archaeological 

excavation

7/9/20154

Cortoba SchoolSettlerAl Shuhada' 
street

An assault on the 
school cleaners8/9/20155

Citizens' homesSettler

 Tal Al
Rumieda-
 Alaeyeen
Aljadedeh

Stoning8/9/20156

Ibrahimi MosqueOccupation 
Army+ Settler

Ibrahimi 
Mosque and 

its 
surroundings

Close the Ibrahimi 
Mosque for two days 
under the pretext of 

holidays

16/9/20157

Abu Rajab Family 
HouseSettlerSahle area

*Family member 
Attacking 

* House attacking 
and trying to Rid

17/9/20158

A group of citizensOccupation 
Army

Abuelresh 
checkpoint/ 

Sahle

Detention and 
obstruction of traffic17/9/20159

A group of citizensOccupation 
Army

Abuelresh 
checkpoint/ 

Sahle

Detention and 
obstruction of traffic18/9/201510

Child Mahdi 
Samer IdressSettlerSalaymeh 

areaRunning over20/9/201511

Al-Ibrahimeya 
SchoolSettlerSahle areaSchool raid20/9/201512
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Ibrahimi Mosque 
Yards and gardensSettler

Ibrahimi 
Mosque 

Yards and 
gardens

Desecrate the 
Ibrahimi mosque 
and establish a 
noisy cermony

20/9/201513

Hadeel 
Hashlamon

Occupation 
Army

Al Shuhada' 
St. 

checkpoint

Shot and killed by 
Israeli forces23/9/201514

Abu-Haykal LandSettlerTal Al 
Rumieda

Earth pave22/9/201515

* Awni Imad  Abu 
Shamsyah 

* Tariq Nidal 
Salhab 

* Nizar Nidal 
Salhab

Occupation 
Army

Tal Al 
RumiedaArrest22/9/201516

The Yusufiyah 
Gate

Occupation 
Army

Ibrahimi 
Mosque

Control the 
Yusufiyah Gate20/9/201517

Ibrahimi Mosque
Occupation 
Army and 

Settler

Ibrahimi 
Mosque and 

its 
surroundings

Close the Ibrahimi 
Mosque for two days 
under the pretext of 

holidays

26/9/201518

Old city area and 
market

Occupation 
Army and 

Settler

Old city area 
and marketProvocative tour26/9/201519

Samer Yaser 
Zahdeh

Occupation 
Army

Al Shuhada' 
street

Arrest29/9/201520

Salah Abu-Rajab 
Building

Occupation 
ArmySahle areaConverted to a 

military barracks25/9/201521

Ibrahimi Mosque
Occupation 
Army and 

Settler

Ibrahimi 
Mosque and 

its 
surroundings

Close the Ibrahimi 
Mosque under the 
pretext of holidays

29/9/201522

Ibrahimi Mosque 
Yards and gardensSettler

Ibrahimi 
Mosque 
Yards

Desecrate the 
Ibrahimi mosque 
and establish a 
noisy cermony

30/9/201523
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A group of citizensOccupation 
Army

Bab 
elzawyeh/ 

Sahle area/
Elzahdeh

Throwing grenades 
and gas canisters30/9/201524

Ghassan Abu 
Hadid Shop

Occupation 
ArmySahle area

*Attack on shop 
* Pepper gas 

sprayed toward the 
shop owner

30/9/201525

Ibrahimi MosqueOccupation 
Army

Ibrahimi 
Mosque

Prohibiting call for 
prayer (70) times

1/9 to 
31/9/201526

During the 9th month of 2015, (33) violations were committed by the 
occupation army and settlers. They resulted from 26 incidents of as-
sault: (17) violations against citizens, (10) against public property, and 
(6) ones against private property.
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10. Violations in October:

Affected Persons 
or PropertyPerpetratorLocationType of incidentDate#

Amjad 
Abdulraheem Abu-

Hadid’s House

Israeli 
Occupying 

Army

Abu-Hadid’s 
Home

Burning of house 
using gas bomb10/2/20151

Civilian HomesIllegal Israeli 
Settlers

HarJabr/Wadi 
al-Nassari

Rock throwing in the 
direction of 

Palestinian homes + 
Racial Slurs and 

Graffiti

10/2/20152

Business Shops
Israeli 

Occupying 
Army

Shuhada 
Street

Prevention of HRC 
work in shop 
restoration

10/5/20153

Legal Court
Israeli 

Occupying 
Power

Shuhada 
Street

Temporary closing of 
the headquarters10/5/20154

Civilian Homes + 
Palestinian 

Civilians

Israeli 
Occupying 

Power

Assault 
against Abu-

Hadid/Hara al-
Rajbi 

Entry into 
Shuhada 

Street

Firing of tear gas 
bomb and sound 
barrier resulting 
fainting spells

10/4/20155

Civilian 
Mohammad Jamal 
al-Jabari’s House

Israeli 
Occupying 

Power
Al-Ras

Forced entry and 
invasive search 

Attempted Arrest of 
Child

10/5/20156

Bara Khalad al-
Madhun

Illegal Israeli 
SettlersTal RameidaStabbing with sharp 

tool10/5/20157

Child-Aiham 
Mohammad 

Saiwuri 
Ibrahim Arfa’I al-

Atrash

Israeli 
Occupying 

Army

KhalaHadura 
Al-SahlaArrests10/5/20158

Group of CiviliansIllegal Israeli 
SettlersAl-Sahla

Inciting gathering to 
in order to prevent 

shop restorations in 
al-Sahla

10/6/20159

Schools in the Old 
City

Israeli 
Occupying 

Power

Al-Sahla al-
Tahta 

Masharqa

Firing of Gas and 
Sound Barriers 

Obstructing students 
from attending school

10/7/201510
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Child- 
BilaMa’munSadi 

al-Jabari

Illegal Israeli 
SettlersAl-RasTrampling/Kicking10/6/201511

Civilian HomesIllegal Israeli 
Settlers

Tal Rameida/
Shuhada 

Street

Provocation 
Rock Throwing in the 
direction of Civilian 

Homes
10/7/201512

Sami 
MattlaqGhaim’s 

House

Illegal Israeli 
SettlersTal Rameida

Rocking Throwing, 
Empty-Bottle 

Throwing, Attempted 
Forced Entry 

10/8/201513

Amar Abu 
Shamsia’s Home 
and other civilian 

homes

Israeli 
Occupying 
Army and 

Illegal Israeli 
Settlers

Tal Rameida
Racist slurs 

Gathering on top of 
the house

10/10/201514

Mohammad Faras 
al-Jabari

Israeli 
Occupying 

Army

Wadi al-
Ghrous

Martyrdom – Shot 
from close distance10/9/201515

Child – Omar 
Bisam Abu Aisha

Israeli 
Occupying 

Army
Tal RameidaBodily Assault and 

Arrest10/9/201516

Child – 
Mohammad Jamal 

Abu Asneena

Israeli 
Occupying 

Army

Shuhada 
StreetArrest10/11/201517

Civilian Homes

Israeli 
Occupying 
Army and 

Illegal Israeli 
Settlers

JabalJuher/ 
JabalJalas/ 
Area of al-

Hariqa

Attack against homes 
with rocks and glass 
Live fires and rubber 

bullet fire and gas 
bombs 

Creating an 
environment of fear, 

inducing fainting 
spells/passing out 
and personal and 

bodily harm done to 
women and children 

Material Damage 
done to personal 

property

10/11/201518

Child – 
AdiNaifDa’Ana

Israeli 
Occupying 

Army

JabalJuher/ 
al-HariqaArrest10/12/201519
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Civilian Homes 
(Da’Ana and 

Asaefan)

Illegal Israeli 
Settlers

Wadi al-
Hasseen

Rock-throwing and 
bottle-throwing 

attacks
10/12/201520

Olive TreesIllegal Israeli 
SettlersTal RameidaBurning of Olive 

Trees10/12/201521

Civilian HomesIllegal Israeli 
Settlers

Wadi al-
Hasseen

Rock-throwing and 
bottle-throwing 

attacks
10/13/201522

Civilian HomesIllegal Israeli 
SettlersJabalJalas

Rock-throwing 
attacks resulting in 
physical damage

10/13/201523

Civilian Group
Israeli 

Occupying 
Power

Abu al-Raish 
Checkpoint / 

al-Rajabi 
Checkpoint

Obstruction / 
Preventing civilians 

from passing through 
checkpoints

10/14/201524

Fadl Mohammad 
al-Qawasmi

Israeli 
Occupying 
Army and 

Illegal Israeli 
Settlers

Shuhada 
Street

Martyrdom – due to 
firing from close 

range
10/17/201525

BiyanAymanAsila
Israeli 

Occupying 
Army

Wadi al-
Ghrous

Martyrdom – due to 
firing from close 

range
10/17/201526

TareqZeyad al-
Natsha

Israeli 
Occupying 

Army

Shuhada 
Street

Martyrdom – due to 
firing from close 

range
10/17/201527

Zayt al-Din al-
Karki

Israeli 
Occupying 
Army and 

Illegal Israeli 
Settlers

QaytunRock-throwing and 
empty bottle-throwing10/17/201528

Civilian and 
Civilian Personal 

Property

Israeli 
Occupying 

Power

Bab al-Zawayi 
/ al-Shalala 
Street / al-

Zahad / Abu 
Hadid / al-

Masharqa al-
Tahta

Live fire and firing of 
rubber bullets and 

gas bombs
10/17/201529
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Schools of the Old 
City and the al-

Sahla area

Israeli 
Occupying 

Army
Al-Sahla

Firing of gas bombs 
and sound barrier 

grenades and rubber 
bullets

10/18/201531

Group of students
Israeli 

Occupying 
Army

Abu Hadid / 
Abu al-Raish 
Checkpoint

Arrest of several 
students of the 

school
10/18/201532

Civilian Homes

Israeli 
Occupying 
Army and 

Illegal Israeli 
Settlers

Wadi al-
Nasari

Attack against homes 
with rocks and empty 

bottles 
Live fire and firing of 
rubber bullets and 

gas bombs and 
sound barrier 

grenades 
Creation of an 

environment of fear 
resulting in fainting 
spells and personal 
and bodily damage 
done to women and 

children 
Physical damage 
done to personal 

property

10/18/201533

Ahmad al-Yemeni
Israeli 

Occupying 
Power

KhalaHadurArrest10/19/201534

Ahmad Mazan al-
Rajabi

Israeli 
Occupying 

Power
Al-SahlaArrest10/20/201535

Abd al-Wahab al-
Rajabi

Israeli 
Occupying 

Army
Al-Sahla

Throwing of gas 
bombs resulting in 
bodily harm and 

burns

10/20/201537

Mohamad and 
Mahmoud Majed 

al-Natshe

Israeli 
Occupying 

Army
KhalaHadurArrest10/20/201538

Schools
Israeli 

Occupying 
Army

Al-Sahla
Live fire and firing of 
rubber bullets and 

gas bombs
10/20/201539

NaifNamanDa’Ana
Israeli 

Occupying 
Power

JabalJuher

Targeting with gas 
bomb resulting in 

fainting spell (passing 
out)

10/20/201540

Civilian carsIllegal Israeli 
Settlers

Mafraq al-
Kaziyya / al-

Baqaa

Attacks against 
civilian passengers 
riding on the street

10/20/201541

Bashar Nadal al-
Jabari 

And Husam Ismael 
Jabari

Israeli 
Occupying 
Army and 

Illegal Israeli 
Settlers

Al-Ras / 
Amara al-

Rajabi

Martyrdom – due to 
direct fire10/20/201542

Civilian Homes

Israeli 
Occupying 
Army and 

Illegal Israeli 
Settlers

Wadi al-
Nasare / al-

Hariqa / 
JabalJuher / 
JabalJalas/ 
Tal Rameida

Attacks against 
civilian homes with 
rocks and empty 

bottles 
Live fire and the firing 
of rubber bullets and 
gas bombs resulting 

in a state of fear

10/20/201543

NamanDa’Ana and 
his wife

Israeli 
Occupying 

Army

Al-Hariqa / 
JabalJuher

Asphyxiation and 
fainting from gas 

inhalation
10/20/201544

Group of Civilians
Israeli 

Occupying 
Army

Entrance to 
the Old City / 

Military 
Checkpoints 
and Gates

Harassment and 
Searching and 

Assault of passing 
civilians

10/21/201545
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Abd al-Wahab al-
Rajabi

Israeli 
Occupying 

Army
Al-Sahla

Throwing of gas 
bombs resulting in 
bodily harm and 

burns

10/20/201537

Mohamad and 
Mahmoud Majed 

al-Natshe

Israeli 
Occupying 

Army
KhalaHadurArrest10/20/201538

Schools
Israeli 

Occupying 
Army

Al-Sahla
Live fire and firing of 
rubber bullets and 

gas bombs
10/20/201539

NaifNamanDa’Ana
Israeli 

Occupying 
Power

JabalJuher

Targeting with gas 
bomb resulting in 

fainting spell (passing 
out)

10/20/201540

Civilian carsIllegal Israeli 
Settlers

Mafraq al-
Kaziyya / al-

Baqaa

Attacks against 
civilian passengers 
riding on the street

10/20/201541

Bashar Nadal al-
Jabari 

And Husam Ismael 
Jabari

Israeli 
Occupying 
Army and 

Illegal Israeli 
Settlers

Al-Ras / 
Amara al-

Rajabi

Martyrdom – due to 
direct fire10/20/201542

Civilian Homes

Israeli 
Occupying 
Army and 

Illegal Israeli 
Settlers

Wadi al-
Nasare / al-

Hariqa / 
JabalJuher / 
JabalJalas/ 
Tal Rameida

Attacks against 
civilian homes with 
rocks and empty 

bottles 
Live fire and the firing 
of rubber bullets and 
gas bombs resulting 

in a state of fear

10/20/201543

NamanDa’Ana and 
his wife

Israeli 
Occupying 

Army

Al-Hariqa / 
JabalJuher

Asphyxiation and 
fainting from gas 

inhalation
10/20/201544

Group of Civilians
Israeli 

Occupying 
Army

Entrance to 
the Old City / 

Military 
Checkpoints 
and Gates

Harassment and 
Searching and 

Assault of passing 
civilians

10/21/201545

Abd al-Wahab al-
Rajabi

Israeli 
Occupying 

Army
Al-Sahla

Throwing of gas 
bombs resulting in 
bodily harm and 

burns

10/20/201537

Mohamad and 
Mahmoud Majed 

al-Natshe

Israeli 
Occupying 

Army
KhalaHadurArrest10/20/201538

Schools
Israeli 

Occupying 
Army

Al-Sahla
Live fire and firing of 
rubber bullets and 

gas bombs
10/20/201539

NaifNamanDa’Ana
Israeli 

Occupying 
Power

JabalJuher

Targeting with gas 
bomb resulting in 

fainting spell (passing 
out)

10/20/201540

Civilian carsIllegal Israeli 
Settlers

Mafraq al-
Kaziyya / al-

Baqaa

Attacks against 
civilian passengers 
riding on the street

10/20/201541

Bashar Nadal al-
Jabari 

And Husam Ismael 
Jabari

Israeli 
Occupying 
Army and 

Illegal Israeli 
Settlers

Al-Ras / 
Amara al-

Rajabi

Martyrdom – due to 
direct fire10/20/201542

Civilian Homes

Israeli 
Occupying 
Army and 

Illegal Israeli 
Settlers

Wadi al-
Nasare / al-

Hariqa / 
JabalJuher / 
JabalJalas/ 
Tal Rameida

Attacks against 
civilian homes with 
rocks and empty 

bottles 
Live fire and the firing 
of rubber bullets and 
gas bombs resulting 

in a state of fear

10/20/201543

NamanDa’Ana and 
his wife

Israeli 
Occupying 

Army

Al-Hariqa / 
JabalJuher

Asphyxiation and 
fainting from gas 

inhalation
10/20/201544

Group of Civilians
Israeli 

Occupying 
Army

Entrance to 
the Old City / 

Military 
Checkpoints 
and Gates

Harassment and 
Searching and 

Assault of passing 
civilians

10/21/201545
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Civilian Homes
Israeli 

Occupying 
Power

Wadi al-Nasar 
/ al-Hariqa / 
JabalJuher / 
JabalJalas

Attacks against 
homes with rocks 
and empty bottles 

Live fire and firing of 
rubber bullets and 
gas resulting in an 
environment of fear 
and bodily harm of 

women and children 
- Physical damage to 

personal property

10/21/201546

Civilians and their 
property

Israeli 
Occupying 

Power

Bab al-Zawiye 
/ al-Shalala 
Street / al-

Zahed / Abu 
Hadid / al-

Masharaqa

Live fire and firing of 
rubber bullets and 

gas bombs
10/21/201547

HashemYouseff al-
Aza

Israeli 
Occupying 

Power

Shuhada 
Street

Martydrom – due to 
asphyxiation 

(breathing gas) and 
obstruction of 

ambulance’s arrival

10/22/201548

Civilians and their 
property

Israeli 
Occupying 

Army

Bab al-Zawiye 
/ al-Shalala 
Street / Abu 
Hadid / al-

Masharaqa al-
Tahte

Live fire and firing of 
rubber bullets and 

gas bombs
10/22/201549

Civilian homes

Israeli 
Occupying 
Army and 

Illegal Israeli 
Settlers

Wadi al-
Nasara / al-

Hariqa / 
JabaJuher / 
JabalJalas

- Attacks against 
homes with rocks 
and empty bottles 

- Live fire and firing of 
rubber bullets and 

gas bombs resulting 
in an environment of 
fear causing bodily 

harm

10/22/201550

Civilians and their 
property

Israeli 
Occupying 

Army

Bab al-Zawiye 
/ al-Shalala 
Street / al-

Zahed / Abu 
Hadid / al-

Masharqa al-
Tahta

Live fire and firing of 
rubber bullets10/23/201551
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Civilian Homes
Israeli 

Occupying 
Power

Wadi al-Nasar 
/ al-Hariqa / 
JabalJuher / 
JabalJalas

Attacks against 
homes with rocks 
and empty bottles 

Live fire and firing of 
rubber bullets and 
gas resulting in an 
environment of fear 
and bodily harm of 

women and children 
- Physical damage to 

personal property

10/21/201546

Civilians and their 
property

Israeli 
Occupying 

Power

Bab al-Zawiye 
/ al-Shalala 
Street / al-

Zahed / Abu 
Hadid / al-

Masharaqa

Live fire and firing of 
rubber bullets and 

gas bombs
10/21/201547

HashemYouseff al-
Aza

Israeli 
Occupying 

Power

Shuhada 
Street

Martydrom – due to 
asphyxiation 

(breathing gas) and 
obstruction of 

ambulance’s arrival

10/22/201548

Civilians and their 
property

Israeli 
Occupying 

Army

Bab al-Zawiye 
/ al-Shalala 
Street / Abu 
Hadid / al-

Masharaqa al-
Tahte

Live fire and firing of 
rubber bullets and 

gas bombs
10/22/201549

Civilian homes

Israeli 
Occupying 
Army and 

Illegal Israeli 
Settlers

Wadi al-
Nasara / al-

Hariqa / 
JabaJuher / 
JabalJalas

- Attacks against 
homes with rocks 
and empty bottles 

- Live fire and firing of 
rubber bullets and 

gas bombs resulting 
in an environment of 
fear causing bodily 

harm

10/22/201550

Civilians and their 
property

Israeli 
Occupying 

Army

Bab al-Zawiye 
/ al-Shalala 
Street / al-

Zahed / Abu 
Hadid / al-

Masharqa al-
Tahta

Live fire and firing of 
rubber bullets10/23/201551

Civilian Homes

Israeli 
Occupying 
Army and 

Illegal Israeli 
Settlers

Wadi al-
Nasara / al-

Hariqa / 
JabaJuher / 
JabalJalas

- Attacks against 
homes with rocks 
and empty bottles 

- Live fire and firing of 
rubber bullets and 

gas bombs resulting 
in an environment of 
fear causing bodily 
harm and physical 
damage to property

10/23/201552

Aziz Muhammad 
Abu-Asnina

Israeli 
Occupying 

Power
Al-SahlaArrest10/23/201553

Civilians and their 
property

Israeli 
Occupying 

Power

Abu Hadid / 
al-Masharaqa 

al-Tahta

Live fire and firing of 
rubber bullets and 

gas bombs
10/24/201554

Dania Jihad Isheid
Israeli 

Occupying 
Army

Near to the 
Ibrahimi 
Mosque

Martyrdom – due to 
close range fire10/25/201555

Civilians and their 
property

Israeli 
Occupying 

Army

Bab al-Zawiye 
/ al-Shalala 
Street / al-

Zahed / Abu 
Hadid / al-

Masharaqa al-
Tahte

Live fire and firing of 
rubber bullets and 

gas bombs
10/25/201556

School
Israeli 

Occupying 
Army

Al-Sahla
Live fire and firing of 
rubber bullets and 

gas bombs
10/26/201557

Saed Muhammad 
Youseff al-Attrash

Israeli 
Occupying 

Power

Near to al-
Baraka 
Mosque 

behind the 
Legal Court

Martyrdom – due to 
close range fire10/26/201558

NourHatemAriqat 
JayhanHatemAriq

at

Israeli 
Occupying 

Power

Checkpoint at 
the Ibrahimi 

Mosque

Physical Assault and 
Arrest10/27/201559

SalehMasbeh al-
Jabari 

Jihad Zeyed al-
Jabari

Israeli 
Occupying 

Power

Checkpoint at 
the Ibrahimi 

Mosque
Arrest10/27/201560
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Civilians and their 
property

Israeli 
Occupying 

Army
Al-Sahla

Live fire and firing of 
rubber bullets and 

gas bombs
10/27/201561

The Future 
Commission’s 

President 
Wajha al-Asha’ir

Israeli 
Occupying 

Army

Shuhada 
Street 

Checkpoint
Arrest10/27/201562

Homam Adnan 
Isaeed

Israeli 
Occupying 

Army
Tal RameidaMartyrdom – due to 

fire at close range10/27/201563

Schools
Israeli 

Occupying 
Power

Al-Sahla
Live fire and firing of 
rubber bullets and 

gas
10/27/201564

Civilians and their 
property

Israeli 
Occupying 

Power

Bab al-Zawiye 
/ al-Shalala 
Street / al-

Zahed / Abu 
Hadid / al-

Masharaqa al-
Tahta

Live fire and firing of 
rubber bullets and 

gas bombs
10/27/201565

Group of Civilians
Israeli 

Occupying 
Power

Abu al-Raysh 
Checkpoint / 

al-Sahla

Obstruction and 
blocking from 

passing (restriction of 
movement)

10/27/201566

Islam Rafeeq 
Abidu

Israeli 
Occupying 

Army
Tal RameidaMartyrdom – due to 

firing at close range10/28/201567

Civilians and their 
property

Israeli 
Occupying 

Army

Bab al-Zawiye 
/ al-Shalala 
Street / al-

Zahed / Abu 
Hadid / al-

Masharaqa al-
Tahta

Live fire and firing of 
rubber bullets and 

gas bombs
10/28/201568

Schools
Israeli 

Occupying 
Army

Al-Sahla
Live fire and firing of 
rubber bullets and 

gas bombs
10/28/201569
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Civilian Homes

Israeli 
Occupying 
Army and 

Illegal Israeli 
Settlers

Wadi al-
Nasara / Wadi 

al-Haseen / 
al-Hariqa / 

JabalJuher / 
JabalJalas

- Attacks against 
homes with rocks 
and empty bottles 

- Live fire and firing of 
rubber bullets and 

gas bombs resulting 
in an environment of 
fear causing bodily 
harm and physical 
damage to property

10/28/201570

Civilian Group
Israeli 

Occupying 
Power

Abu al-Raysh 
Checkpoint / 

al-Sahla

Obstruction and 
blocking from 

passing (restriction of 
movement)

10/28/201571

Civilian Homes
Israeli 

Occupying 
Power

Tal RameidaRaid and search10/28/201572

Schools
Israeli 

Occupying 
Army

al-Sahla
Live fire and firing of 
rubber bullets and 

gas bombs
10/29/201573

Mahdi Muhammad 
al-Mohtseb

Israeli 
Occupying 

Army

Al-Rajabi 
military 

checkpoint / 
al-Masharaqa 

al-Tahta

Martyrdom – due to 
firing at close range10/29/201574

Farouk 
AbdelQader Seder

Israeli 
Occupying 

Army

Shuhada 
Street/ 

Daboyah 
Checkpoint

Martyrdom – due to 
firing at close range

10/29/201575

*Civilian Jamelah 
Shalaldeh House 
* Civilian Mofeed 
Sharabati House 
*Civilian Zeydan 
Sharabati House 

Israeli 
Occupying 
Army and 

Illegal Israeli 
Settlers

Shuhada 
Stree

*Houses attack by 
settlers 

*Attacking and 
breaking into homes 

by Israeli army

10/29/201576

Civilian Homes
Israeli 

Occupying 
Power

Tal RameidaRaid and Search10/30/201577
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Civilians and their 
property

Israeli 
Occupying 

Power

Bab al-Zawiye 
/ al-Shalala 
Street / al-

Zahed / Abu 
Hadid / al-

Masharaqa al-
Tahta

Live fire and firing of 
rubber bullets and 

gas bombs
10/30/201578

Group of civilians
Israeli 

Occupying 
Army

Military 
checkpoint / 

al-Sahla

Obstruction and 
prevention of passing 

(restriction of 
movement)

10/30/201579

Civilians and their 
property

Israeli 
Occupying 

Army

Abu Hadid / 
al-Sahla / al-

Masharaqa al-
Tahta

Live Fire and firing of 
rubber bullets and 

gas bombs
10/31/201580

Group of civilians
Israeli 

Occupying 
Army

Tal Rameida

*Establish a military 
point 

*Launch a control 
balloon

10/31/201581

Ibrahimi Mosque
Israeli 

Occupying 
Power

Ibrahimi 
Mosque

Prevention of Access 
or Opening of the 
Mosque 59 times

 10/1/2015 –
10/31/201582

During the 10th month of 2015, (148) violations were committed by the 
occupation army and settlers. They resulted from 82 incidents of as-
sault: (84) violations against citizens, (25) against public property, and 
(39) ones against private property.

Table (15) illustrates the human rights violations during October, 2015
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Civilians and their 
property

Israeli 
Occupying 

Power

Bab al-Zawiye 
/ al-Shalala 
Street / al-

Zahed / Abu 
Hadid / al-

Masharaqa al-
Tahta

Live fire and firing of 
rubber bullets and 

gas bombs
10/30/201578

Group of civilians
Israeli 

Occupying 
Army

Military 
checkpoint / 

al-Sahla

Obstruction and 
prevention of passing 

(restriction of 
movement)

10/30/201579

Civilians and their 
property

Israeli 
Occupying 

Army

Abu Hadid / 
al-Sahla / al-

Masharaqa al-
Tahta

Live Fire and firing of 
rubber bullets and 

gas bombs
10/31/201580

Group of civilians
Israeli 

Occupying 
Army

Tal Rameida

*Establish a military 
point 

*Launch a control 
balloon

10/31/201581

Ibrahimi Mosque
Israeli 

Occupying 
Power

Ibrahimi 
Mosque

Prevention of Access 
or Opening of the 
Mosque 59 times

 10/1/2015 –
10/31/201582
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11. Violations in November:

Description of assaultLocation of 
assaultAssailantVictimDate of 

Incident#

Settlers broke into 

Ghassan’s store, 

damaging goods and 

wrecking havoc.

As-Sahla/ in 

the vicinity of 

the Ibrahimi 

Mosque

Israeli 

settlers

*Ghassan Abu 

Hadid 

*Ghassan’s 

store

1/11/20151

IOF fired tear gas 

canisters and stun 

grenades, causing 

several school students 

and citizens to 

suffocate.

As-Sahla

Israeli 

occupation 

forces (IOF)

School students 

and citizens
1/11/20152

The teachers were 

briefly detained by IOF

Ash-Shuhada 

Street
IOF

Five female 

teachers
1/11/20153

The schoolgirls 

received death threats 

from the settlers.

Tal Rumeida 

neighborhood

Israeli 

settlers

Schoolgirls of 

Qurtuba 

Elementary 

School

1/11/20154

Palestinian citizens 

were prevented from 

accessing the street 

entrance unless under 

certain conditions

The entrance 

to Ash-

Shuhada 

Street

IOF
Palestinian 

citizens
1/11/20155

IOF fired live 

ammunition, rubber-

coated steel bullets and 

tear gas canisters at 

local Palestinians and 

their properties.

Bab al-Zawiya/ 

al-Shalala 

Street/ al-

Zahid/ Talat 

Abu Hadid/ al-

Masharqa al-

Tahta

IOF

Palestinian 

citizens and 

properties
1/11/20156
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IOF cordoned these 

areas off, denying 

Palestinians access 

into and out of these 

areas.

Tal Rumedia/ 

al-Shuhada 

Street/ al-

Salaymeh 

neighborhood/ 

Jaber 

neighborhood

IOF
Palestinian 

citizens as a 

whole

1/11/20157

IOF closed all streets 

leading to these two 

neighborhoods using 

barbed wire

Al-Salaymeh 

neighborhood/ 

al-Masharqa 

neighborhood

IOF

Palestinian 

citizens as a 

whole
1/11/20158

IOF fired tear gas 

canisters and stun 

grenades at local 

school students and 

citizens, causing 

several students and 

citizens to faint.

Al-Sahla 

neighborhood
IOF

School students 

and citizens
2/11/20159

Trail was briefly 

detained by IOF at the 

mosque’s gate.

The gate 

leading to al-

Ibrahimi 

Mosque

IOF

TartilTamim al-

Bakri
2/11/201510

IOF stopped and 

prevented a group of 

citizens from crossing 

the checkpoint, briefly 

detaining them.

Abu al-Rish 

military 

checkpoint/ al-

Sahla area

IOF

A group of 

citizens
2/11/201511

IOF sealed the 

entrance to al-Wakala 

market using metal 

wire

Al-Wakala 

marketIOF

Souq al-Wakala 

(al-Wakala 

market)
3/11/201512
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IOF fired tear gas 

canisters and stun 

grenades at local 

school students and 

citizens, causing 

several to faint.

Al-Sahla areaIOF
School students 

and citizens
3/11/201513

IOF set up a new 

checkpoint at this 

location.

Tal Rumeida/ 

the entrance 

of the 

settlement 

outpost

IOF

*Palestinian 

citizens as a 

whole 

*Tal Rumeida 

Street

3/11/201514

IOF prevented citizens 

as a whole from 

crossing local military 

checkpoints unless 

they obtained special 

permits

Tal Rumeida/ 

al-Shuhada 

Street

IOF

Palestinian 

citizens as a 

whole

3/11/201515

IOF briefly detained the 

group of international 

solidarity activists after 

storming and forcing 

them out of a local 

house

Tal RumediaIOF

A group of 

international 

solidarity 

activists

3/11/201516

IOF detained Khalid 

from al-Sahla area.
Al-Sahla areaIOF

Khalid Youssef 

al-Atrash (a 

child)

3/11/201517
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IOF prevented 

Palestinian locals as a 

whole from crossing 

local military 

checkpoints, 

obstructing their free 

movement. IOF also 

briefly detained them.

Al-Shuhada 

Street/ Tal 

Rumeida

IOF

Palestinian 

citizens as a 

whole

3/11/201518

IOF detained Yasser 

from this location.

Al-Shuhada 

Street
IOF

Yasser Abu 

Markhiya
3/11/201519

IOF ordered 

Palestinian stores to 

remain closed.

Al-Sahla areaIOF
Palestinian 

stores
3/11/201520

IOF tightened closure 

of all streets and 

entries leading to these 

two neighborhoods, 

setting up cement 

blocks.

Al-Salaymeh 

neighborhood/ 

al-Masharqa 

neighborhood

IOF
Streets and 

public squares
3/11/201521

Settlers broke into the 

spaces and built flower 

planter boxes.

Green spaces 

located to the 

south of the 

mosque

Israeli 

settlers

Ibrahimi 

Mosque’s green 

spaces

4/11/201522

A settler attempted to 

ram his car into a group 

of a schoolgirl, 

terrorizing her and 

spreading panic among 

other girls.

Al-Fayha girls 

school/ al-

Sahla area

Israeli 

settlers
A schoolgirl4/11/201523
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IOF prevented 

Palestinian locals as a 

whole from crossing 

local military 

checkpoints, 

obstructing their free 

movement. IOF also 

briefly detained them.

Al-Shuhada 

Street/ Tal 

Rumeida

IOF

Palestinian 

citizens as a 

whole

3/11/201518

IOF detained Yasser 

from this location.

Al-Shuhada 

Street
IOF

Yasser Abu 

Markhiya
3/11/201519

IOF ordered 

Palestinian stores to 

remain closed.

Al-Sahla areaIOF
Palestinian 

stores
3/11/201520

IOF tightened closure 

of all streets and 

entries leading to these 

two neighborhoods, 

setting up cement 

blocks.

Al-Salaymeh 

neighborhood/ 

al-Masharqa 

neighborhood

IOF
Streets and 

public squares
3/11/201521

Settlers broke into the 

spaces and built flower 

planter boxes.

Green spaces 

located to the 

south of the 

mosque

Israeli 

settlers

Ibrahimi 

Mosque’s green 

spaces

4/11/201522

A settler attempted to 

ram his car into a group 

of a schoolgirl, 

terrorizing her and 

spreading panic among 

other girls.

Al-Fayha girls 

school/ al-

Sahla area

Israeli 

settlers
A schoolgirl4/11/201523

IOF inspected and 

denied Palestinians 

access into these 

locations.

Jaber 

neighborhood/ 

al-Sahla area/ 

Ibrahimi 

Mosque

IOF

Palestinian 

citizens as a 

whole

4/11/201524

IOF intruded on the 

school grounds and 

broke into classrooms.

Jaber 

neighborhood
IOF

Al-Hajj 

ZiadJaber 

School
4/11/201525

IOF stopped 

Palestinian school 

students heading to 

their schools in these 

neighborhoods and 

inspected their school 

bags.

Jaber/ al-

Salymeh and 

al-Sahla 

neighborhoods

IOF
School students4/11/201526

IOF fired live 

ammunition, rubber-

coated steel bullets and 

tear gas canisters at 

local Palestinians and 

properties.

Al-Sahla/ Talat 

Abu Hadids
IOF

Palestinian 

citizens and 

their properties
4/11/201527

IOF briefly detained 

Anwar and sealed his 

store.

Al-Sahla area/ 

opposite to al-

Ibrahimiya 

school

IOF
*Anwar Masudi 

and his store
4/11/201528

IOF broke into and 

ransacked Palestinian 

houses in this 

neighborhood.

Al-Salaymeh 

neighborhood
IOF

Palestinian 

houses
4/11/201529
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IOF broke into local 

Palestinian houses and 

occupied their rooftops, 

turning them into 

military outposts.

Al-

Sawakeneh/ 

al-‘Aqaba/ 

Bani Dar 

quarter 

neighborhoods

IOF
Palestinian 

houses
4/11/201530

IOF fired live 

ammunition, rubber-

coated steel bullets and 

tear gas canisters at 

Palestinian locals and 

school students

Al-Sahla areaIOF

Palestinian 

citizens and 

school students
5/11/201531

IOF examined students 

and inspected their 

school bags.

Al-Ibrahimiya 

School/ 

Al-Hajj 

ZiadJaber 

School

IOFSchool students5/11/201532
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IOF briefly detained 

Palestinians and 

subjected them to body 

search at these 

checkpoints.

Abu al-Rish 

military 

checkpoint/ al-

Rajabi military 

checkpoint/ 

Istirahat al-

Haram military 

checkpoint/ 

the military 

checkpoint at 

the gate of the 

Ibrahimi 

Mosque/ the 

military 

checkpoint at 

the gate of al-

Rajabi building

IOF

Palestinian 

citizens as a 

whole
5/11/201533

IOF fired live and 

rubber-coated steel 

bullets as well as tear 

gas canisters at 

Palestinians at this 

location.

Al-Sahla areaIOF

Palestinian 

citizens as a 

whole
6/11/201534

IOF shot and injured 

the four youths by live 

ammunition.

Abu al-Rish 

military 

checkpoint/ al-

Sahla area

IOF
Four youth 

Palestinians
6/11/201535
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IOF briefly detained 

Palestinian at this area, 

obstructing their free 

movement.

Al-Sahla area, 

located 

between Abu 

al-Rish military 

checkpoint 

and the 

Ibrahimi 

Mosque

IOF

Palestinian 

citizens as a 

whole

6/11/201536

IOF physically 

assaulted and detained 

Muhammad at this 

checkpoint.

Al-Rajabi 

military 

checkpoint/ al-

Masharqa al-

Tahta

IOF
Muhammad al-

Rajabi
6/11/201537

IOF set up a military 

barrack and conducted 

drills at these squares.

Ibrahimi 

Mosque
IOF

Ibramimi 

Mosque’s 

squares

6/11/201538

IOF imposed curfew for 

Palestinians at this 

location.

Ibrahimi 

Mosque and 

its vicinity
IOF

Palestinian 

citizens as a 

whole
6/11/201539

IOF denied 

Palestinians access 

into the mosque and 

prevented them from 

performing al-Maghrib 

and al-Asha’ prayers.

Ibrahimi 

Mosque
IOF

Palestinian 

citizens as a 

whole

6/11/201540

IOF briefly detained 

and subjected 

Palestinians to 

humiliating body search 

at this checkpoint.

Wadi al-Hasin/ 

al-Hariqa 

military 

checkpoint

IOF

Palestinian 

citizens as a 

whole
6/11/201541
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IOF broke into and 

ransacked Palestinian 

houses in this 

neighborhood.

Al-Salaymeh 

neighborhood
IOF

Palestinian 

houses
6/11/201542

*Protected by IOF, 

Israeli settlers pelted 

Palestinian houses in 

these areas with stones 

and glass bottles, 

causing material 

damage. 

* IOF fired live 

ammunition, rubber-

coated steel bullets and 

tear gas canisters 

toward local Palestinian 

houses, spreading 

panic and trauma 

among children and 

women and causing 

several to suffocate.

Wadi al-

Nasara, al-

Hariqa and 

Wadi al-Hasin 

areas

IOF and 

settlers

Palestinian 

houses
6/11/201543

Israeli settlers made so 

much noise using 

loudspeakers.

Tal Rumeida
Israeli 

settlers

Palestinian 

citizens as a 

whole

6/11/201544

IOF opened fire at local 

Palestinian houses.
Wadi al-HasinIOF

Palestinian 

houses 6/11/201545
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IOF and settlers broke 

into ‘Imad’s house, 

turning its rooftop into a 

post. 

They shouted racial 

and abusive words at 

the family.

Tal Rumeida
IOF and 

settlers

* Imad Abu 

Shamsiya’s 

family and 

house

6/11/201546

IOF detained 

(captured) a bus 

carrying a group of 

Palestinian women and 

children.

Al-Baq‘a, 

located near 

KiryatArba‘ 

settlement

IOF

Palestinian 

citizens as a 

whole
6/11/201547

IOF closed the mosque 

under the pretext of 

celebrating Jewish 

festivals.

Ibrahimi 

Mosque
IOFIbrahimi Mosque7/11/201548

IOF broke into Salah’s 

building, turning it into 

a temporary military 

outpost.

Al-Sahla areaIOF
Salah Abu 

Rajab’s building
7/11/201549

IOF broke into and 

occupied the house, 

turning it into a 

temporary military 

outpost. 

They locked ‘Abdul-

Karim’s family inside a 

room before ransacking 

and wrecking havoc 

inside the house.

Tal RumeidaIOF

* ‘Abdul-Karim 

al-Haddad’s 

house and 

family

7/11/201550
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IOF stormed the 

group’s headquarters, 

turning it into a 

temporary military 

outpost. 

They also briefly 

detained a number of 

international solidarity 

activists.

Tal RumeidaIOF
Youth against 

Settlements (an 

activist group)

7/11/201551

Protected by IOF, 

settlers made a 

provocative tour in the 

neighborhood and 

hurled stones at 

Palestinian locals and 

properties.

Jaber 

neighborhood

IOF and 

settlers

Palestinian 

citizens as a 

whole and their 

properties

7/11/201552

Settlers surrounded 

these houses and 

attacked their owners.

Al-Shuhada 

Street

Israeli 

settlers

*Mufiad al-

Sharabati’s 

house 

*Zidan al-

Sharabati’s 

house 

*Jamila al-

Shalalda’s 

house

7/11/201553
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Protected by IOF, 

settlers made a 

provocative tour in this 

location. They hurled 

stones at Palestinian 

locals and properties, 

broke into some 

houses and occupied 

their rooftops.

Tal Rumeida
IOF and 

settlers

Palestinian 

citizens as a 

whole and their 

properties

7/11/201554

Israeli settlers 

threatened ‘Imad’s 

family to kill them and 

torch their house. They 

shouted racial and 

abusive language at 

them.

Tal Rumeida
Israeli 

settlers

‘Imad Abu 

Shamsiya’s 

house and 

family

7/11/201555

IOF and settlers 

opened fire toward 

‘Imad’s house.

Tal Rumeida
IOF and 

settlers

‘Imad ‘Awni Abu 

Shamsiya’s 

house

7/11/201556

IOF broke into and 

ransacked 

Muhammad’s house in 

this neighborhood.

Qaytun 

neighborhood
IOF

Muhammad 

Ahmad Abu 

Hussein’s house
7/11/201557

Basel was physically 

assaulted by IOF.
Wadi al-Hasin

IOF
Basel 

Nu‘manDa‘na

7/11/201558

The TV crew was 

physically and verbally 

assaulted by IOF and 

settlers.

Tal Rumeida, 

near the 

Ghanim 

family’s 

council

IOF and 

settlers

A Palestinian TV 

crew
7/11/201559
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IOF fired live 

ammunition, rubber-

coated steel bullets and 

tear gas canisters at 

local Palestinians and 

their properties in these 

areas.

The entrance 

to Ash-

Shuhada St., 

Ash-Shalala 

St., Abu al-

Rish area, 

Talat Abu 

Hadid, al-

Masharqa al-

Tahta area 

and Bab Az-

Zawiya area

IOF

Palestinian 

citizens and 

properties

7/11/201560

IOF broke into and 

ransacked Palestinian 

houses in this 

neighborhood.

Qaytun 

neighborhoodIOF

Palestinian 

houses
7/11/201561

IOF briefly detained 

Manal in this location. 

The vicinity of 

Ibrahimi 

Mosque 
IOF 

Manal 

Nu‘manDa‘na 8/11/201562

Arij was detained by 

IOF from the vicinity of 

the mosque.

The vicinity of 

Ibrahimi 

Mosque

IOF
Arij Masalma (a 

girl)
 9/11/201563

Israeli settlers hurled 

stones and glass 

bottles at Palestinian 

houses in these areas.

Wadi al-

Nasara, Wadi 

al-Hasin, al-

Hariqa and 

Jaber 

neighborhood

Israeli 

settlers

Palestinian 

Houses
9/11/201564
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Palestinian locals and 

school students were 

briefly detained and 

searched by IOF in this 

area.

Al-Sahla areaIOF

Palestinian 

citizens and 

school students
9/11/201565

IOF showered 

Palestinian locals and 

property by live 

ammunition, rubber-

coated steel bullets and 

tear gas.

Al-Sahla, Abu 

al-Rrish areas
IOF

Palestinian 

locals and 

properties
9/11/201566

The two children were 

detained by IOF from 

the old city.

Hebron’s Old 

City
IOF

Ahmad al-

Ju‘bah and 

Khalid al-Sharif 

(two children)

10/11/201567

IOF and settlers hurled 

stones and fired tear 

gas canisters at the 

crew.

Al-Hariqa and 

Wadi al-Hasin

IOF and 

settlers

Al-Jazeera 

satellite station 

crew
11/11/201568
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Palestinian locals and 

school students were 

briefly detained and 

searched by IOF in this 

area.

Al-Sahla areaIOF

Palestinian 

citizens and 

school students
9/11/201565

IOF showered 

Palestinian locals and 

property by live 

ammunition, rubber-

coated steel bullets and 

tear gas.

Al-Sahla, Abu 

al-Rrish areas
IOF

Palestinian 

locals and 

properties
9/11/201566

The two children were 

detained by IOF from 

the old city.

Hebron’s Old 

City
IOF

Ahmad al-

Ju‘bah and 

Khalid al-Sharif 

(two children)

10/11/201567

IOF and settlers hurled 

stones and fired tear 

gas canisters at the 

crew.

Al-Hariqa and 

Wadi al-Hasin

IOF and 

settlers

Al-Jazeera 

satellite station 

crew
11/11/201568

*Protected by IOF, 

Israeli settlers pelted 

Palestinian houses in 

these areas with stones 

and glass bottles, 

causing material 

damage. 

* IOF fired live 

ammunition, rubber-

coated steel bullets and 

tear gas canisters 

toward local Palestinian 

houses, spreading 

panic and trauma 

among children and 

women and causing 

several to suffocate.

Wadi al-

Nasara, al-

Hariqa and 

Wadi al-Hasin

IOF and 

settlers

Palestinian 

houses
 11/11/201569

IOF broke into a 

guesthouse and forced 

activists outside before 

detaining three.

Tal RumeidaIOF

European 

solidarity 

activists

 12/11/201570

Settlers pelted the 

family and their 

property with Molotov 

cocktails.

Wadi al-Hasin
Israeli 

settlers

Palestinian 

locals and 

properties 

(Abu Isa‘ifan 

family)

13/11/201571

Settlers threatened to 

kill locals in this 

neighborhood with a 

knife.

Jaber 

neighborhood

Israeli 

settlers

A group of 

Palestinian 

citizens

 14/11/201572
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IOF beaten 

Muhammad up before 

detaining him at the 

checkpoint.

Al-Rajabi 

military 

checkpoint

IOF

Muhammad 

Mahmoud al-

Rajabi

15/11/201573

IOF showered 

Palestinian locals and 

properties by live 

ammunition, rubber-

coated steel bullets and 

tear gas canisters.

Bab Az-

Zawiya, al-

Shalala St., 

Az-Zahid area, 

Talat Abu 

Hadid, and al-

Masharqa al-

Tahta

IOF

Palestinian 

citizens and 

properties
15/11/201574

IOF fired local schools 

by rubber-coated steel 

bullets; stun grenades 

and tear gas canisters.

Al-Sahla areaIOFSchools15/11/201575

IOF briefly detained a 

number of Palestinian 

locals and obstructed 

their free movement.

Abu al-Rish 

military 

checkpoint 

and al-Sahla 

area

IOF

A number of 

Palestinian 

citizens
15/11/201576

Khalid was detained by 

IOF at this checkpoint.

Abu al-Rish 

military 

checkpoint

IOF
Khalid Salim 

Qafisha
15/11/201577

IOF broke into and 

ransacked these 

houses.

Jaber and al-

Salaymeh 

neighborhoods

IOF
Palestinian 

houses
15/11/201578

Both Muhammad and 

Nafiz were physically 

assaulted and detained 

by IOF.

Wadi al-

Ghrous  (al-

Ghrous valley)

IOF

*Muhammad 

‘Abed al-Ja‘bari 

*Nafiz Khalil 

Burqan

16/11/201579
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IOF broke into into 

local Palestinian 

houses, ransacking 

them and wrecking 

havoc in their furniture.

The Old City’s 

neighborhoods 

of al-

Sawakeneh, 

al-‘Aqaba, 

Bani Dar 

quarter, al-

Qazzazin, al-

Laban market, 

al-Shaludi and 

al-

ShibliQantara 

(arches)

IOF
Palestinian 

houses
16/11/201580

IOF broke into and 

ransacked Palestinian 

houses, destroying 

furniture.

Qaytun area
IOF

Ashraf 

MajedQafisha’s 

house

16/11/201581

IOF stormed and 

ransacked Palestinian 

houses in these 

locations, tampering 

with furniture.

Qaytun area, 

Talat Abu 

Hadid, al-

Sawakeneh, 

Bani Dar 

quarter, al-

Qazazin, al-

Shibli

IOF

Palestinian 

houses
17/11/201582

Ahmad was detained 

by IOF from the vicinity 

of the mosque.

The vicinity of 

Ibrahimi 

Mosque
IOF

Ahmad al-

Sharawna (a 

child)

18/11/201583
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IOF fired live and 

rubber-coated steel 

bullets and showered 

local Palestinians and 

their properties with 

tear gas.

Abu Hadid, al-

Sahla and al-

Masharqa al-

Tahta areas

IOF

Palestinian 

citizens and 

their properties

18/11/201584

 Palestinian locals and
 school students were
 briefly detained and

 subject to body search
by IOF.

Jaber and al-
 Sahla

neighborhoods
IOF Palestinian

 citizens and
school students

 18/11/201585

 Lin was detained by
IOF from this location.

 The entrance
to Ash-

 Shuhada
Street

IOF
LeenHaythamTa

wfiq al-Hih18/11/201586

 *Protected by IOF,
 settlers pelted

 Palestinian houses in
 these areas with stones

 and empty glass
 bottles.

 *IOF showered houses
with live and rubber-

 coated steel bullets as
well as tear gas.

Wadi al-
Nasara, al-

 Hariqa and
 Wadi al-Hasin

areas

 IOF and
settlers

 Palestinian
houses18/11/201587

 IOF stormed and
 ransacked Hafeth’s

 house, wrecking havoc
into furniture.

 Al-Sawakeneh
 neighborhood/
 Hebron’s Old

City

IOF

Hafeth‘Abdul-
Hafith al-

 Husseini’s
house

18/11/201588

 IOF showered several
 schools in this area

 with tear gas canisters
 and foul-smelling skunk
 water, causing school
 students to suffocate
 from excessive tear
 gas inhalation and
disrupting schooling.

Al-Sahla areaIOF
 *Several schools

 *School
students

19/11/201589

 Munir was detained by
 IOF stationed at the
military checkpoint.

 Abu al-Rish
 military

checkpoint/ al-
Sahla area

IOF Munir Jamil
Taha19/11/201590
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IOF fired live and 

rubber-coated steel 

bullets and showered 

local Palestinians and 

their properties with 

tear gas.

Abu Hadid, al-

Sahla and al-

Masharqa al-

Tahta areas

IOF

Palestinian 

citizens and 

their properties

18/11/201584

 Palestinian locals and
 school students were
 briefly detained and

 subject to body search
by IOF.

Jaber and al-
 Sahla

neighborhoods
IOF Palestinian

 citizens and
school students

 18/11/201585

 Lin was detained by
IOF from this location.

 The entrance
to Ash-

 Shuhada
Street

IOF
LeenHaythamTa

wfiq al-Hih18/11/201586

 *Protected by IOF,
 settlers pelted

 Palestinian houses in
 these areas with stones

 and empty glass
 bottles.

 *IOF showered houses
with live and rubber-

 coated steel bullets as
well as tear gas.

Wadi al-
Nasara, al-

 Hariqa and
 Wadi al-Hasin

areas

 IOF and
settlers

 Palestinian
houses18/11/201587

 IOF stormed and
 ransacked Hafeth’s

 house, wrecking havoc
into furniture.

 Al-Sawakeneh
 neighborhood/
 Hebron’s Old

City

IOF

Hafeth‘Abdul-
Hafith al-

 Husseini’s
house

18/11/201588

 IOF showered several
 schools in this area

 with tear gas canisters
 and foul-smelling skunk
 water, causing school
 students to suffocate
 from excessive tear
 gas inhalation and
disrupting schooling.

Al-Sahla areaIOF
 *Several schools

 *School
students

19/11/201589

 Munir was detained by
 IOF stationed at the
military checkpoint.

 Abu al-Rish
 military

checkpoint/ al-
Sahla area

IOF Munir Jamil
Taha19/11/201590

 Settlers hurled stones
at Palestinian-

 registered vehicles
 passing through this

area.

Al-Baqa‘aSettlersPalestinian-
 registered

vehicles

19/11/201591

 Settlers hurled stones
 at Judeh’s house in this

area.
Al-Baqa‘aSettlers Judeh’sJaber’s

house19/11/201592

 *IOF stormed and
 ransacked Palestinian
houses in these areas.

Wadi al-
Nasara/ al-

 Hariqa/ Wadi
 al-Hasin/
 JabalJalis

areas

IOF Palestinian
houses19/11/201593

 IOF fired rubber-coated
 steel bullets and tear

 gas canisters at
 Palestinian locals and

properties.

 Abu al-Rish/
 Abu Hadid

area
IOF

 Palestinian
 citizens and

their properties
19/11/201594

 ‘Ala’ was detained by
IOF at the gate.

 The gate
 leading to the

 Ibrahimi
Mosque

IOF

‘Ala’ al-
 ‘Awawda (a

child)
20/11/201595

 *IOF stormed and
 ransacked Palestinian
houses in these areas.

Wadi al-
Nasara, al-

 Hariqa, Wadi
 al-Hasin and

 JabalJalis
areas

IOF Palestinian
houses20/11/201596

 IOF and settlers set up
 special toilets in the
vicinity of the gate.

 Al-Ishaqiyya
 Gate/ Ibrahimi

Mosque

 IOF and
settlersIbrahimi Mosque20/11/201597

 IOF broke into a
 guesthouse and forced

out activists.
Tal RumeidaIOF

 European
 solidarity
activists

 20/11/201598

 IOF fired rubber-coated
 steel bullets and tear
 gas canisters at local
 Palestinians and their

properties.

 Abu al-Rish/
 Abu Hadid

area
IOF

 Palestinian
 citizens and

their properties
20/11/201599
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 IOF detained both
 Muhammad and Khalil

 after physically
assaulting and pepper-
 spraying them in the
vicinity of the mosque.

 The vicinity of
 Ibrahimi
Mosque

IOF

*Muhammad al-
 Rajabi

 *Khalil Salem
Abu Hadid

20/11/2015100

 A number of
 Palestinian youths

 were briefly detained
 by IOF at these

checkpoints.

 Abu al-Rish
 and al-Rajabi

 military
checkpoints

IOF

 A number of
 Palestinian

citizens
20/11/2015101

 *IOF broke into and
 ransacked Palestinian
 houses in these areas.

Wadi al-
 Nasara, Wadi
 al-Hasin and
al-Hariqa area

IOF
 Palestinian

houses
 21/11/2015102

 Tamara was detained
by IOF at the gate.

 The gate to
 Ibrahimi
Mosque

IOF
 Tamara

 Muhammad
Shraiteh

21/11/2015103

 Settlers caused so
 much noise using

 loudspeakers during
nighttime.

 The squares
 surrounding
 the Ibrahimi

 Mosque/ near
 the guest

house

Settlers
 Palestinian

 citizens as a
whole

21/11/2015104

 Settlers closed
 Palestinian stores and
 held dancing parties at

the street.

 Al-Sahla area/
 the vicinity of
 the mosque’s
guest house

Settlers
 Palestinian

 citizens as a
whole

22/11/2015105

 Settlers physically
 assaulted and shouted

 obscenities at
 Palestinians in this

area.

 Al-Sahla area/
 located in the
 vicinity of the

 mosque’s
guest house

Settlers
 Palestinian

 citizens as a
whole

23/11/2015106

 IOF fired rubber-coated
 steel bullets and tear

 gas canisters at
 Palestinian locals and
properties in this area.

 Abu al-Rish/
 Abu Hadid

areaIOF

 Palestinian
 citizens and

properties
23/11/2015107

 Settlers hurled stones
 at students at this

 school.
 Jaber

neighborhoodSettlers
Students of al-
 Hajj ZiadJaber

School
23/11/2015108
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 IOF detained both
 Muhammad and Khalil

 after physically
assaulting and pepper-
 spraying them in the
vicinity of the mosque.

 The vicinity of
 Ibrahimi
Mosque

IOF

*Muhammad al-
 Rajabi

 *Khalil Salem
Abu Hadid

20/11/2015100

 A number of
 Palestinian youths

 were briefly detained
 by IOF at these

checkpoints.

 Abu al-Rish
 and al-Rajabi

 military
checkpoints

IOF

 A number of
 Palestinian

citizens
20/11/2015101

 *IOF broke into and
 ransacked Palestinian
 houses in these areas.

Wadi al-
 Nasara, Wadi
 al-Hasin and
al-Hariqa area

IOF
 Palestinian

houses
 21/11/2015102

 Tamara was detained
by IOF at the gate.

 The gate to
 Ibrahimi
Mosque

IOF
 Tamara

 Muhammad
Shraiteh

21/11/2015103

 Settlers caused so
 much noise using

 loudspeakers during
nighttime.

 The squares
 surrounding
 the Ibrahimi

 Mosque/ near
 the guest

house

Settlers
 Palestinian

 citizens as a
whole

21/11/2015104

 Settlers closed
 Palestinian stores and
 held dancing parties at

the street.

 Al-Sahla area/
 the vicinity of
 the mosque’s
guest house

Settlers
 Palestinian

 citizens as a
whole

22/11/2015105

 Settlers physically
 assaulted and shouted

 obscenities at
 Palestinians in this

area.

 Al-Sahla area/
 located in the
 vicinity of the

 mosque’s
guest house

Settlers
 Palestinian

 citizens as a
whole

23/11/2015106

 IOF fired rubber-coated
 steel bullets and tear

 gas canisters at
 Palestinian locals and
properties in this area.

 Abu al-Rish/
 Abu Hadid

areaIOF

 Palestinian
 citizens and

properties
23/11/2015107

 Settlers hurled stones
 at students at this

 school.
 Jaber

neighborhoodSettlers
Students of al-
 Hajj ZiadJaber

School
23/11/2015108

 Settlers hurled stones
 at and scuffled with

 TIPH team and
 shouted abusive words

at them.

 Jaber
 neighborhood/
 the vicinity of

 al-Hajj
 ZiadJaber

School

Settlers

 * Palestinian
 houses

 *International
 solidarity
 activists

 *Temporary
 International
 Presence in

 Hebron (TIPH)
team

23/11/2015109

 IOF broke into
 Palestinian houses in

 this neighborhood.
 Jaber

neighborhoodIOF Palestinian
houses23/11/2015110

 IOF broke into and
 occupied the rooftop of

 Nassar’s building,
 turning it into a military

outpost.

 Al-Hariqa/
Wadi al-HasinIOFNassar al-

Rajabi’s building23/11/2015111

 IOF searched
 Palestinians and

 obstructed their free
 movement at these two

areas.

 Al-Hariqa,
Wadi al-HasinIOF

 Palestinian
 citizens as a

whole
23/11/2015112

 IOF fired rubber-coated
 steel bullets and tear

 gas canisters at
students.

 Jaber
 neighborhood/

 al-Hajj
 ZiadJaber

School

IOFSchool students24/11/2015113

 IOF fired rubber-coated
 steel bullets and tear
 gas canisters toward
Palestinian houses.

Wadi al-
 Nasara, Wadi
 al-Hasin and

 al-Hariqa
areas

IOF
 Palestinian

houses
 24/11/2015114

 IOF stationed in the
 vicinity of the mosque

 denied Jawid and
 Manal free access to

 the area, physically and
 verbally assaulted

them.

 The vicinity of
 Ibrahimi
Mosque

IOF

* Jawid al-
 Tamimi (a
 journalist)

 *Manal Da‘na
(an activist)

24/11/2015115
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 IOF briefly detained
 Palestinians at these

 checkpoints,
 obstructing their free

movement.

 The area
 located to the

 south of
IbrahimiMosqu

 e (Abu al-Rish,
 al-Rajabi and

 al-Furn military
checkpoints)

IOF

 Palestinian
 citizens as a

whole

 25/11/2015116

 IOF broke into and
 ransacked Palestinian

 houses in this
neighborhood.

 Jaber
neighborhoodIOF

 Palestinian
houses25/11/2015117

 Settlers shouted
 abusive words at

teachers and students.
Al-Sahla areaSettlers

 Al-Fayha’
 Primary Girls

School

 26/11/2015118

 IOF fired rubber-coated
 steel bullets and tear
 gas canisters toward
 Palestinians and their

properties.

 Abu al-Rish/
 Abu Hadid

areasIOF

 Palestinian
 citizens and

their properties
26/11/2015119

 Settlers physically
 assaulted and shouted
 offensive words at the
 activist and Raed at

this location.

 The entrance
to al-

 Salaymeh
neighborhood

Settlers

 *An international
 solidarity activist

 *Ra’ed Abu
Rmaila

 26/11/2015120

 IOF detained Salah at
this location.

 The entrance
to al-

 Salaymeh
neighborhood

IOF
 Salah

 NajiGheith (a
child)

26/11/2015121

 Settlers shouted
 offensive and abusive
 words at Palestinians

at this location.

 The entrance
to al-

 Salaymeh
neighborhood

Settlers
 Palestinian

 citizens as a
whole

 26/11/2015122

 IOF subjected
 Palestinian locals and

 school students to
 humiliating body

search.

 Jaber
 neighborhood/
 the vicinity of

 al-Hajj
 ZiadJaber

School

IOF

 *Palestinian
 citizens
 *School
students

26/11/2015123

 Israeli military vehicles
 broke into the

 cemetery, desecrating
and damaging graves.

Al-Ras/ al-
 Ja‘bari

neighborhoodIOFAl-Ras cemetery27/11/2015124
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 IOF denied
 Palestinians free

 access into the mosque
 to perform Friday

prayers.

 The gates
 leading to
 Ibrahimi
 Mosque,
 military

 checkpoints in
 al-Sahla area

 and at the
 entrances to
 Hebron’s Old

City

IOF

 Palestinian
 citizens as a

whole
27/11/2015125

 IOF detained both
 Ahmad and ‘Issa at

this location.
Tal RumeidaIOF

 *Ahmad Hisham
 al-‘Azza
*‘Issa‘Amr

27/11/2015126

 IOF fired rubber-coated
 steel bullets and tear
 gas canisters toward
 Palestinians and their
 houses at these two

areas.

 Al-Kassara
 and al-Hariqa

areas
IOF

 Palestinian
 citizens and
their houses

28/11/2015127

 IOF stormed and
 ransacked Radi’s

house.

 Abu Hadid
areaIOF Radi al-Atrash’s

house28/11/2015128

 IOF verbally assaulted
 Nu‘man, causing him
to collapse and faint.

 Al-Hariqa/
Wadi al-HasinIOFNu‘umanDa‘na28/11/2015129

 IOF sealed the road
 leading to this

 residential complex,
 constructing piles of

 stones and earth
mounds.

 Al-Baqa‘a
areaIOF

 A minor road to
 a residential

complex
28/11/2015130

 IOF briefly detained
 Palestinians and

 subjected them to body
search.

 Al-Sahla area
 and the vicinity

 of Ibrahimi
Mosque

IOF
 Palestinian

 citizens as a
whole

28/11/2015131

 IOF fired rubber-coated
 steel bullets; stun

 grenades and tear gas
 canisters at local

 schools, students and
Palestinian locals.

Al-Sahla areaIOF

 *Schools
 *School
 students

 *Palestinian
citizens

29/11/2015132

 IOF sealed the street
using cement blocks.

Al-Kassara/ al-
Hariqa areasIOFPublic Street29/11/2015133
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 Settlers surrounded the
 house, demanding it to
 be immediately closed.
 They shouted offensive
 words at those inside

the house.

Tal RumeidaSettlers

 Jihad Syaj’s
 house (Youth

 against
Settlements)

29/11/2015134

 IOF fired rubber-coated
 steel bullets,

 concussion bombs and
 tear gas canisters at

 schools, students and
 Palestinian locals in

 this area.

 Al-Sahla area
IOF

 *Schools
 *Students

 *Palestinian
citizens

30/11/2015135

 IOF fired a tear gas
 canister directly toward

 ‘Abdul-Wahhab,
 causing his a leg

fracture.

 Al-Hajeriyys
School/ al-
Sahla areaIOF

 ‘Abdul-Wahhab
 Salem Abu
 Qwaider (a

child)

30/11/2015136

 IOF briefly detained
 Palestinian

 worshippers and
 subjected them to body

search.

 Al-Sahla area
 and the vicinity

 of Ibrahimi
Mosque

IOF
 Palestinian
worshippers30/11/2015137

 IOF handed a notice to
 Eyad, notifying him of

 their intention to
demolish his house.

Wadi al-
GhurusIOF

 Eyad
 Muhammad

 ‘Attiya‘Ibaidu’s
house

30/11/2015138

 IOF prevented the call
 for prayer (adhan) for

46 times.

 Ibrahimi
MosqueIOFIbrahimi Mosque – 1/11

30/11/2015139

During the 11th month of 2015, (238) violations were committed by the 
occupation army and settlers. They resulted from 139 incidents of as-
sault:(124) violations against citizens, (52) against public property, and 
(62) ones against private property.
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 Settlers surrounded the
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 *Schools
 *Students
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School/ al-
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child)
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 IOF briefly detained
 Palestinian

 worshippers and
 subjected them to body

search.

 Al-Sahla area
 and the vicinity

 of Ibrahimi
Mosque

IOF
 Palestinian
worshippers30/11/2015137

 IOF handed a notice to
 Eyad, notifying him of

 their intention to
demolish his house.

Wadi al-
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 Eyad
 Muhammad
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house
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 for prayer (adhan) for

46 times.
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Table (16) illustrates the human rights violations during November, 2015
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Description of assault Location of
assaultAssailantVictimDate#

DetentionTel Rumeida

 Israeli
 occupation

 forces
(IOF)

 Female child,
 Dian Ismael

Rajabi
1/12/20151

Injured with bulletsTel Rumeida(IOF)3 youths2/12/20152

Movement restrictionAl-SahlaIOF A number of
citizens2/12/20153

Frisking Jabir
NeighborhoodIOF A number of

students3/12/20154

DetentionTel RumeidaIOF
 Child Bara’
 Khaled al
Madhoun

2/12/20155

Tear gas inhalationAL SahlaIOF
 A number of
 citizens and

students
3/12/20156

Denying prayers accessAL SahlaIOF A number of
citizens4\12\20157

Detention Ibraheemi
MosqueIOF

 Jihan Issa
 Khadir
Tataktka

5\12\20158

Raid and searchKhalet KhdurIOF Home of
Ahmad Tamimi6\12\20159

Raid and searchWadi al-GhrusIOF Home of Emad
Jabir6\12\201510

 Raiding and turning the
house into military postTalat Abu HadidIOF

 Home of Abdul
Shakur al-

Atrash
6\12\201511

Killed by fire bulletsAl SahlaIOF Youth, Ehab
Miswadi7\12\201512

 Beating and throwing
stones

 Salaymah and
 Jabir

neighbourhoods

 IOF &
Settlers

 A number of
citizens7\12\201513

Noise and panic Ibrahimi
compoundIOF A number of

citizens7\12\201514

12. Violations in December:
Movement restrictionAl SahlaIOF A number of

citizens7\12\201515

Movement restriction Jabir
neighborhoodIOF

 A number of
 citizens and

students
7\12\201516

 Firing tear gas and stun
grenadesAl SahlaIOF Citizens and

their property7\12\201517

 Pitching up a
permanent checkpointTel RumeidaIOF A number of

citizens7\12\201518

 Throwing stones at
citizens’ homes

 Salaymah
neighborhoodSettlers Citizens and

their property8\12\201519

Movement restriction Abu Reesh
checkpointIOFStudents8\12\201520

Ransacking
 Salaymah and

 Jabir
neighborhoods

IOF Citizens’
homes8\12\201521

 Throwing stones, foul
 language and

movement restriction

 Hareeqa\Wadi
Al-Hsein

 IOF and
Settlers

 Citizens and
their property8\12\201522

Killing by fire bulletsAl-Shuhada’ St IOF and
Settlers

Abed Al-
 Rahman Usri

Miswadi
9\12\201523

RansackingAl-Shuhada’ StIOF Citizens’
homes9\12\201524

 Throwing stones at
homesJabir st.Settlers Citizens’

homes9\12\201525

Ransacking Shalalah
NeighborhoodIOF Citizens’

homes9\12\201526

Raid and searchTel RumeidaIOF Home of Emad
Abu Shamsia9\12\201527

Movement restrictionAl-SahlaIOF A number of
citizens9\12\201528

Beating and strandingAl-SahlaIOF
 Muhammad

 Jamil
Hashlamoun

9\12\201529
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 Muhammad
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9\12\201529
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BeatingAl-SahlaSettlers Child Khaled
Rajabi9\12\201530

Stranding and frisking Jabir
neighborhood

IOF
Students of al-
 Haj Ziad Jabir

School
9\12\201531

 Beating students and
 teachers in addition to

disrupting schooling.

 Qurtuba
Schooled

 IOF &
settlers

 Qurtuba
 Schoold
Students

10\12\201532

Stranding and beatingAl-SahlaIOFCitizens10/12/201533

 Tear gas and stun
grenadesAl SahlaIOFCitizens10/12/201534

RaidShalala St.IOF
 Home of

 Mahmoud Abu
Haya

10\12\201535

 Harassment and foul
languageAl-HareefaSettlersCitizens2015/10/1236

DetentionTel RumeidaIOF
 Muhammad
 Abed Razaq

Haimoni
11/12/201537

 Throwing stones at
citizens’ homes

 Jabir
neighborhoodSettlers Citizens and

property11\12\201538

Detention Al-Harefa \
Wadi al-HsienIOF Ahmad Fayez

Abu Hata12\12\201539

 Provocative gathering
and foul language

 Salaymah
neighborhoodSettlersCitizens12/12/201540

 Tear gas canisters and
stun grenadesAl-SahlaIOFCitizens12/12/201541

Stranding Abu Reesh
checkpointIOFCitizens12/12/201542

Home raidTel RumeidaIOF Home of Emad
Abu Shamsia12/12/201543

Home-raidTel RumeidaIOF Home of Yasir
Abu Markhiya13/12/201544

 Detention Ibrahimi
MosqueIOF Raed Jihad

Abu Rumeila13/12/201545

Injury and detentionWadi al-GhrusIOF Lama Munzir
Bakri13/12/201546

 Tear gas and stun
grenadesAl SahlaIOF

 Schools
 students and

citizens
13/12/201547

 Movement restrictions
and foul languageAl-Shuhada’ St.IOF Qurtuba Basic

School13/12/201548

 Beating
DetentionAl Shuhada’ Str.IOF

 Child Arafat
 Rajabi
 Child

 Muhammad
Amer Yaraqan

14/12/201549

Searching teachers Jabir
neighborhoodIOF Ziad Jabir

School14/12/201550

Stranding and search Salaymah
neighborhoodIOFCitizens14/12/201551

 Expanding the road
towards al-Zawya GateAl-Shuhada’ St.IOF Al-Shuhada’

St.14/12/201552

 Shooting tear gas and
stun grenadesAl-SahlaIOFStudents14/12/201553

 Installing barbed wires
 and restricting citizens’

movement
Tel RumeidaIOF Citizens15/12/201554

Beating and detention Abu Reesh
checkpointIOFBashar Amer15/12/201555

Stranding and search Abu Reesh
checkpointIOFCitizens15/12/201556

Frisk Jabir
neighborhoodIOFCitizens15/12/201557

 Sealing off with
concrete blocksAl-HareefaIOF Al-Hareefa

area entry15/12/201558

Foul languageAl-HareefaSettlersCitizens15/12/201559

Threatening by a knifeWadi al-GhrusSettlersCitizens15/12/201560

Detention Abu Reesh
checkpointIOF Hamdan

Shaina15/12/201561

Besieging the school Al-SahlaIOF Ibraheemia
School15/12/201562

 Tear gas and stun
grenadesAl SahlaIOF Citizens and

students15/12/201563
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 Gathering and
 restricting citizens’

movement
Al-salaymahIOFCitizens16/12/201564

 Attacking and
 threatening of detaining

students

 Jabir
neighbourhoodIOF Ziad Jabir

School16/12/201565

 Tear gas and stun
grenadesAl-Shuhada’ St.IOFCitizens17/12/201566

 Firing live and rubber
 rounds in addition to

tear gas.

 Abu Reesh
checkpointIOFCitizens17/12/201567

 Impeding access to
mosque

 Ibraheemi
MosqueIOFCitizens18/12/201568

Injury by bulletAl-Shuhada’ StIOF Omar Shakir
Esaied18/12/201569

Detention and beating Abu Reesh
checkpointIOFCitizens18/12/201570

Frisk Jabir
neighborhoodIOFWomen19/12/201571

 Provocative gathering,
 badmouthing and

restriction of movement
SalaymahIOFCitizens19/12/201572

 Shooting and detainingAl-Shuhada’ StIOFAbla Abed al-
Wahid al-Adam20/12/201573

Detention
 Ibrahimi

 Compound
Yards

IOF Ritaj Abu
Dawod20/12/201574

 Firing live and rubber
 rounds in addition to

 tear gas.
Injuring youths

 Al-Shuhada’ St
 and Abu Reesh

 checkpointIOFCitizens20/12/201575

 Firing live and rubber
 rounds in addition to

tear gas.

 Al-Shuhada’ St
 and Abu Reesh

 checkpointIOFCitizens 20/12/201576

Military drill
 Ibrahimi

 Compound
Yards

IOF
 Ibrahimi

 Compound
Yards

20/12/201577

 Prohibiting media
coverage

 Ibrahimi
 Compound

Yards
IOF Media staff

(Palestine TV)20/12/201578

 Foul language,
 movement restriction,
provocative gathering

SalaymahSettlersCitizens20/12/201579

FriskAl SahlaIOF Sharia’ Court *
Staff20/12/201580

DetentionAl-SahlaIOFKhaled Ziad al-
Fakhouri20/12/201581

 Marking the street to
stop people for searchAl-SahalaIOFMain road21/12/201582

 Restricting movement
Detention

 Al-Sahla \ Abu
 Reesh

Checkpoint\al-
 Foron

Checkpoint

IOFCitizens21/12/201583

Detention Abu Reesh
checkpointIOF Abeer Abu

Rajab22/12/201584

 Opening fire, tear gas
canisters

 Abu Reesh
 checkpoint

 Abu Reesh
 checkpointCitizens22/12/201585

 Movement restriction
Detention

 Abu Reesh
 checkpoint IOFCitizens 22/12/201586

 Imposing more
 restrictions on the gate

of Shuhada’ St.

 Al-Shuhada’ St
 and Abu Reesh

checkpoint

 SettlersCitizens22/12/201587

 More restrictions on
 citizens and students’

movement
Tel-RumeidaIOF

Main road
 \Qurtuba

 School Road22/12/201588

DetentionAl-SahlaIOF Child Khaled
Ez Rajabi23/12/201589

Detention Abu Reesh
checkpointIOFDalal Nafiz al-

Qimeri23/12/201590

 Pitching up permanent
checkpointAl-SahlaIOFMain road23/12/201591
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 Firing rubber bullets,
 tears gas and stun

grenades
Al-SahlaIOF

 Citizens and
 their property24/12/201592

 Movement restriction
Detention

 Al-Sahla, Abu
 Reesh

checkpoint, al-
 Foron

Checkpoint

IOFCitizens24/12/201593

DetentionAl-SahlaIOFNoor Shakir al-
Atrash25/12/201594

 Settlers attacks and
provocative gatheringAl-SalaymahIOFMain road25/12/201595

 Movement retriction
Detention

Al-Sahla-
 Ibrahimi

compound
IOFCitizens25/12/201596

 Settlers gather and
 prevent citizens’ from

 movement. Installing a
 caravan in the main

road.

 Al-Salaymah
neighborhoodIOF Citizens26/12/201597

Detention
 Ibrahimi

 Compound
Gate

IOF Maha Shihdeh
Shtat27/12/201598

Detention
 Ibrahimi

 Compound
Gate

IOF Emarat
Zamarah27/12/201599

 Firing rubber bullets,
 tear gas canisters and

stun grenade
Al-SahlaIOF

 Citizens and
 school
students

27/12/2015100

Frisk and detentionAl-HareefaIOFCitizens27/12/2015101

 Firing rubber bullets,
 tear gas canisters and

stun grenade
Al-SahlaIOF Citizens and

students28/12/2015102

BeatingAl-SalaymahSettlers

 * Nabeel Nadir
 Rajabi.

 * Farhat Nadir
 Rajabi

 * Mutasim
 Raed Abu

Rumeila

28/12/2015103

Beating Al-Salaymah
neighborhoodIOF

 Child Dana
 Raed Abu

Rumeila
28/12/2015104

 Tear gas and stun
grenadesAl-SahlaIOF Citizens and

students29/12/2015105

Search and harassment Jabir
neighborhoodIOF Students and

teachers29/12/2015106

 Settlers gathering and
 restricting citizens’

movement
Al-SalaymahSettlersMain road29/12/2015107

 Rubber bullets and gas
canisters

 Abu Reesh
checkpointIOFCitizens29/12/2015108

 Search and movement
 restriction

 Jabir
 neighborhoodIOF Students and

teachers30/12/2015109

 Settlers gathering and
 restricting citizens’

movement

 Al-SalaymahSettlersMain road30/12/2015110

Beating Jabir
neighborhoodIOFAyman Jabir30/12/2015111

Beating and detentionAl-SahlaIOF
 Child Islam
 Muhammad
Abu Qwedir

30/12/2015112

BeatingAl-Salaymah Settlers Foreign
sympathizers31/12/2015113

BeatingAl-Salaymah Settlers Raed Abu
Rumeila31/12/2015114

 Prohibiting call for
prayer for 47 times.

 Ibrahimi
MosqueIOF Ibrahimi

Mosque
    12-1

31/12/2015-115
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canisters
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 Search and movement
 restriction
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 neighborhoodIOF Students and
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 restricting citizens’

movement
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 Prohibiting call for
prayer for 47 times.
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MosqueIOF Ibrahimi
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    12-1

31/12/2015-115

During the last month of 2015, (147) violations were committed by the 
occupation army and settlers. They resulted from 139 incidents of as-
sault:(97) violations against citizens, (28) against public property, and 
(22) ones against private property.
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Table (17) illustrates the human rights violations during December, 2015
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